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ABSTRACT
INVESTIGATING HOW STUDENTS COMMUNICATE TREE-THINKING
by Carrie Jo Boyce
August 2015
Learning is often an active endeavor that requires students work at building
conceptual understandings of complex topics. Personal experiences, ideas, and
communication all play large roles in developing knowledge of and understanding
complex topics. Sometimes these experiences can promote formation of scientifically
inaccurate or incomplete ideas. Representations are tools used to help individuals
understand complex topics. In biology, one way that educators help people understand
evolutionary histories of organisms is by using representations called phylogenetic trees.
In order to understand phylogenetics trees, individuals need to understand the
conventions associated with phylogenies.
My dissertation, supported by the Tree-Thinking Representational Competence
and Word Association frameworks, is a mixed-methods study investigating the changes
in students’ tree-reading, representational competence and mental association of
phylogenetic terminology after participation in varied instruction. Participants included
128 introductory biology majors from a mid-sized southern research university.
Participants were enrolled in either Introductory Biology I, where they were not taught
phylogenetics, or Introductory Biology II, where they were explicitly taught
phylogenetics. I collected data using a pre- and post-assessment consisting of a word
association task and tree-thinking diagnostic (n=128). Additionally, I recruited a subset of
students from both courses (n=37) to complete a computer simulation designed to teach
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students about phylogenetic trees. I then conducted semi-structured interviews consisting
of a word association exercise with card sort task, a retrospective pre-assessment
discussion, a post-assessment discussion, and interview questions.
I found that students who received explicit lecture instruction had a significantly
higher increase in scores on a tree-thinking diagnostic than students who did not receive
lecture instruction. Students who received both explicit lecture instruction and the
computer simulation had a higher level of representational competence and were better
able to understand abstract-style phylogenetic trees than students who only completed the
simulation. Students who received explicit lecture instruction had a slightly more
scientific association of phylogenetic terms than students who received did not receive
lecture instruction. My findings suggest that technological instruction alone is not as
beneficial as lecture instruction.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Problem Statement
Many phenomena in science are hard for students to understand. Phylogenetics is
a complex investigation of evolutionary relationships among organisms, and not
everyone is able to read, interpret, and create the representations (phylogenetic trees)
used to depict the hypothesized relationships (e.g. Baum, Smith, & Donovan, 2005)
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree (Baum et al., 2005).
The ability to read, use, and make these representations is called a person’s tree-thinking
ability (Baum & Smith, 2013). A person’s tree-thinking ability is influenced by their
ability to use visualizations and their understanding of the scientific language used when
describing these trees (e.g. Branches, Nodes, Root) (Baum et al., 2005). There are a
variety of projects or classroom activities available to help students learn to read and
build phylogenetic trees: The WHIPPO story (BioQUEST, 2006), Caminalcules
(Gendron, 2008), Flower & Trees (Herron et al., 2013), The “Nuts and Bolts” of
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Taxonomy and Classification (Cummins, 2008), and Candy Evolution (King, 2012). Each
exercise guides students through activities meant to help them construct knowledge,
overcome identified tree-thinking misconceptions, and learn to build simplified
phylogenetic trees. However, these activities have not been used to investigate how
students’ communication of tree-thinking changes after varied instruction.
Learning is often not a passive endeavor, but an active one. As students work
through explicit instruction and guided exercises, they gain a better understanding of
complex topics (Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 2000; Collins, 2002; Ormrod, 2006). In
order to successfully communicate tree-thinking, students need to be able to understand
the associated language and the representation structure of phylogenetic trees (Baum et
al., 2005; Baum & Smith, 2013; Halverson, 2011; Novick & Catley, 2013). To help
students learn about phylogenetic trees, targeted instruction should blend phylogenetic
specific language with instruction on using representations (Figure 2). How students
communicate their understanding of phylogenetic trees reflects how they understand the
different components of tree-thinking. The purpose of this study is to understand
student’s communication of tree thinking after varied instructional interventions.
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Figure 2. Incorporation of thinking with visuals paired with phylogenetic language within
targeted instruction leads to successful tree
tree-thinking
thinking communication. A. Darwin’s sketch
(Darwin Online, 2002), B. Prompt term cards, C. Targeted instruction, D. Screen shot
from Flowers and Trees.
Research Questions
1. What are the significant changes in student
students’ responses on a tree-thinking
thinking
assessment after varied forms of instruction?
2. What are the changes in students’ levels of tree-reading representational
competence after varied forms of instruction?
3. What are the changes in students
students’ associations of phylogenetic terms after varied
forms of instruction
instruction?
Limitations and Definitions
As my project target
argeted science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) majors enrolled
ed in an introductory biology course, the results of my study may
not be generalizable to upper level students. STEM majors attract individuals who are
interested in scientific subjects; as such the students enrolled in the target courses may
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have a higher level of tree-reading representational competence prior to instruction than
non-STEM majors. Therefore my results may not be generalizable to non-science majors.
My population represented the demographics of the university and surrounding
area. However, I did not investigate the differences between gender and ethnic
demographic groups as there are no published studies suggesting that different
demographic groups have different tree-thinking abilities or learn differently. As my
project attempted to understand how students communicated their understanding of treethinking, I may have missed a component that could enrich this study.
Definitions of Terms
1. Ancestry – the lineage or descent of a particular species
2. Axial Coding – the process of relating open codes together to form groups or
categories of a concept (Saldaña, 2012)
3. Branch – a line on a phylogenetic tree which represents the relationship between
an ancestor and its descendant(s)
4. Classification – placing or placement of entities into distinct biological groups
5. Code – a word or short phrase that describes a piece of data
6. Common Ancestor – an ancestor that is shared by two or more taxa or populations
7. Deductive Coding – coding process that uses pre-determined categories/groupings
during qualitative data analysis to code collected data (Patton, 2002)
8. Inductive Coding – coding process that does not use pre-determined
categories/groupings during qualitative data analysis to code collected data
(Patton, 2002)
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9. Member checking – when collected data and subsequent interpretations are
discussed with participants to verify the accuracy of the findings (Patton, 2002)
10. Most Recent Common Ancestor – the common ancestor that occurs latest between
two or more taxa or populations
11. Node – the symbolic point within the phylogenetic tree that represents a common
ancestor between two or more taxa or populations
12. Open Coding – the first step in the qualitative analysis process that identifies and
describes the data with codes (Saldaña, 2012)
13. Phylogenetic Tree – a visual representation of inferred evolutionary relationships
between two or more taxa or populations
14. Relationships – the way two or more objects/concepts are connected; in a
phylogenetic tree this is represented by a branch between a common ancestor and
its descendant(s)
15. Representations – objects such as images, videos, simulations, or manipulatives
that convey the meaning of a complex concept literally or symbolically
16. Representational Competence – an individual’s ability to view, understand, and
communicate understanding with a representation (Halverson & Friedrichsen,
2013)
17. Root – the “base” of a phylogenetic tree; a hypothetical ancestor to all taxa given
in a particular phylogenetic tree
18. Species – a distinct group of interbreeding organisms; a population evolving
through time (de Queiroz, 1998)
19. Trait – see Character (Figure 3)
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20. Tree – see Phylogenetic Tree
21. Tree-building – and individual’s ability to use evidence to create a scientifically
accurate phylogenetic tree (Baum & Smith, 2013)
22. Tree-reading – an individual’s ability to accurately read and interpret a
phylogenetic tree (Baum & Smith, 2013)
23. Tree-thinking – an individual’s ability to read, interpret, create, and use
phylogenetic trees to convey understanding of inferred evolutionary relationships
(Baum & Smith, 2013)
24. Word Association – an exercise and a framework used to describe an individual’s
cognitive organization
25. Visualizations – see Representations
For an additional list of phylogenetic terms as described by Baum and Offner (2008)
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Glossary of terms used in phylogenetics (Baum & Offner, 2008, p. 1).
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELAVANT LITERATURE
Conceptual Framework
My study is guided by two distinct conceptual frameworks: Representational
Competence and Word Association. Phylogenetic trees are representations of
hypothesized evolutionary relationships (e.g. Baum & Offner, 2008). Understanding
phylogenetic trees is multifaceted, and there has been substantial research investigating
learning about and using phylogenetic trees including: acceptance (e.g. Morabito, Catley,
Novick, 2010; Walter, Halverson & Boyce, 2013), diagram style (e.g. Catley & Novick,
2009; Novick, Catley, & Shade, 2012; Novick, Stull & Catley, 2012), mental
rotation/representations (e.g. Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013; Nelissen & Tomic, 1998; Maroo
& Halverson, 2011), prior knowledge (Novick & Catley, 2014), skills (Halverson, 2011;
Novick & Catley, 2013), and task order (Halverson, Boyce, & Maroo, 2014). Many of
these studies use a representation framework to organize their research and the findings.
However, these studies do not incorporate a language or word framework.
I combined the representational competence framework developed by Halverson
& Friedrichsen (2013) with the word association framework commonly used by cognitive
psychologists to assess conceptual and language learning (e.g. Cremer, Dingshoff, de
Beer, & Schoonen, 2010; Lyle, 2003; Ma, 2013; Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 2004) to
understand the changes in student’s tree-reading representational competence and
language in their communication of tree-thinking.
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Representational Competence
Representational competence (=representational fluency in chemistry and
mathematics) is the ability to read, interpret, and use representations to communicate
understanding of a specific topic (Bieda & Nathan, 2009; Halverson & Friedrichsen,
2013; Johri, Roth, & Olds, 2013; Kozma & Russell, 2007; Niemi, 1996; Suth & MoyerPackenham, 2007). Representational competence was first developed in mathematics
where individuals were said to have achieved mathematical understanding when they
could relate the conventions of mathematics (e.g. elements, symbols, order of operations)
across representations (Niemi, 1996). In chemistry, students are said to be fluent in using
chemistry when they can understand the conventions of the chemical representations:
mentally translate from one representation to another, create and use representations to
solve problems (Gilbert & Treagust, 2009) and understand that the underlying concepts
are the same through all chemical representations (Kozma & Russel, 1997). In
systematics, the same tenants exist to define representational competence with
phylogenetic trees.
To have competence with phylogenies, individuals must be able to recognize the
conventions of phylogenetic trees (e.g. parts, conceptual organization) and be able to
translate that understanding across diagrams (Halverson, 2011). However,
representational competence is not an all or nothing endeavor. Representational
competence in all areas is described in levels that individuals have and pass through as
they gain a better understanding of the representations in question. Halverson &
Friedrichsen (2013) identified seven levels of representational competence: (1) No use;
(2) Superficial use; (3) Simplified use; (4) Symbolic use; (5) Conceptual use; (6)
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Scientific use; and (7) Expert use. Each level is divided into two parts: tree-reading and
tree-building (Halverson & Friedrichsen, 2013). For the purposes of this study, I use the
levels of tree-reading representational competences as described by Halverson and
Friedrichsen (2013) to understand how varied instructional interventions impact student’s
level of tree-reading competency.
Word Association
Everyday experiences impact how people develop an understanding about the
world; this is especially true when we think about people’s language and language
development (Cremer et al., 2010). In order to better understand how people learn
language and the associated meanings, psychologists use word association exercises to
identify associations and monitor lexical (vocabulary) (Cremer et al., 2010; Ma, 2013;
Meara, 2011) and semantic (conceptual) language development in second language
learners and children (Bilgin, Coşkun, & Aktaş, 2013; Cremer et al., 2010; Ma, 2013).
Word association exercises that investigate the semantic cognitive organization help
researchers understand concept-based learning (Bilgin et al., 2013; Ma, 2013).
How people recall information will change based on how the information is
cognitively organized. When knowledge is organized, individuals have an increased
capacity to recall information (Bilgin et al., 2013; Nelson et al., 2004). Word association
exercises provide insight into this cognitive organization (Cremer et al., 2010; Lyle,
2003; Nelson et al., 2004; Ma, 2013). These exercises ask individuals to think of a single
word or phrase in response to a key word (stimulus); the choice of recalled word or
phrase depends greatly on two specific things: (1) the organizational system of an
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individuals’ knowledge or their cognitive organization (Nelson et al., 2004; Ma, 2013)
and (2) the stimulus causing the response (Lyle, 2003; Ma, 2013).
An individual’s knowledge organization system is a dynamic entity, each system
constantly changing as new information is added and as information is recalled (Nelson
et al., 2004). As individuals take in new concepts and language associated with those
concepts, they fit this new information together with previously known concepts and a
new semantic organizational system is created (Cremer et al., 2010; Lyle, 2003; Ma,
2013), linking all of the information together. Because each new piece of information is
related to and builds upon existing information, individuals continually update their
knowledge organization (Nelson et al., 2004).
Every time information is linked, networks of ideas, not only words, are
constructed. These networks serve as cognitive pathways between new and previous
knowledge. As the number of networks increase, it becomes easier for people to recall
information (Lyle, 2003). As individuals learn new language components, they not only
learn the object label but the meaning extension (the many different possible meanings of
that word) for each of the words being taught (Cremer et al., 2010). This occurs not only
in specific language learning (e.g. infants’ first language, learning a second language),
but in classroom conceptual learning as well. For every course a student takes, they learn
a new set of extensions and object labels for new terminology. This is especially true in
science courses where the terminology can be foreign in terms of object label and
extension (e.g. cell concepts, physics concept of matter) (Bilgin et al., 2013; Kirik &
Kaya, 2014) or the object label is familiar with foreign extensions (e.g. phylogenetic
trees).
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Learning a new concept, such as phylogenetics, can be challenging. Individuals
are learning how to mentally rotate phylogenetic trees, while learning new extensions of
common words. For instance, in everyday language root can mean either the object
attached to plants, the beginning of time, or the base of a word. Whereas in phylogenetics
it means the base of the diagram or a specific diagram style (i.e. rooted vs unrooted
trees). Learning new tree-thinking skills and phylogenetic language can add to the
difficult task of learning and talking about phylogenies.
Representations
Representations are used to communicate concepts and ideas in the universal
language of visuals. They are tools, such as images, videos, simulations, or manipulatives
(Ainsworth, Prain, & Tyler, 2011; Buczynski, Ireland, Reed, & Lacanienta, 2012; Hoban
& Nielsen, 2012). They can be created by the instructor, student, or both depending on
the desired learning outcome, time, and feasibility of incorporating the representation
(Ainsworth et al., 2011; Nelissen & Welko, 1998; Phillips, Norris, & Macnab, 2010) to
engage students during instruction and depict science concepts.
If the representations are not used appropriately, and the relationships between the
representations are not explained (Corradi, Elen, & Clarebout, 2012), the representations
may hinder, rather than enhance student learning (Kozma & Rusell, 2007). Simply using
representations for the sake of using them does nothing to enhance student learning and
may encourage misconceptions to develop. Words may sometimes fail to convey
information due to language barriers such as different native tongues, use of technical
jargon, and colloquialisms. Representations can be used to break through language
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barriers in all areas of life from day
day-to-day activities (i.e. road signs, building exits) to
educational environments (i.e. lecture images, text book images, and simulations).
simulations)
Representations in Science
Representation can be thought of in two ways: what is bei
being
ng represented and how
it is being
ing represented (Nelissen & Welko
Welko, 1998). This is true for all subjects that use
representations. In mathematics representations can range from Arabic numbers (Perkins
& Unger, 1994), to symbols used to described fractions (Niemi, 1996), to mathematical
mathe
formulas (Nelissen & Welko
Welko, 1998) (Figure 4).

Figure 4.. Quadratic equation
equation.
In chemistry, representations can range from drawings representing the macroscopic level
to illustrations describing the symbolic (Johnstone, 2000). To conceptually understand
any complex topic using representations
representations,, learners need to be able to understand all of the
conventions associated with the representations used in that subject (Gilbert & Treagust,
2009; Halverson, 2011; Kozma & Russel, 1997; Niemi, 1996)
1996). For example, to
conceptually understand chemistry, learners need to gain an understanding of the
different
fferent levels that experts used to understand and reason through chemical problems:
problems
the triplet of chemical reasoning structure (Corradi et al.,, 2012): the macro level, the sub
micro, and the symbolic (Johnstone, 2000)
2000). Students that are not able to mentally
menta
incorporate all of the levels together tend to lack a greater understanding of chemical
concepts. However, when instructors use representations as instructional tools, students
are then able to use those representations as reasoning tools when communicating
communi
their
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understanding of chemical concepts, and to solve chemical equations (Domin & Bodner,
2012; Kumi, Olimpo, Bartlett, & Dixon, 2013). When students’ ability to use and reason
with representations increases, so does their chemical understanding. Their
understanding is further enhanced when instructors use representations from each level of
chemical reasoning (Domin & Bodner, 2012). As their understanding of chemical
concepts increases, so does their ability to communicate using representations (Corradi et
al., 2012). Using multiple representations coupled with explanations of the relationship
between each representation (either text or verbal) can help students better understand the
concept being presented (Kumi et al., 2013). This provides a framework for students’ to
use when learning about chemical concepts (Corradi et al., 2012). When students can
create and use multiple representations to communicate their understanding of complex
concepts like chemistry, they exhibit the highest level of representational competence
(Halverson & Friedrichsen, 2013; Kozma & Russel, 2007; Kumi et al., 2013).
Using multiple representations to communicate understanding of a complex topic
is not unique to chemistry. Phillips et al. (2010) found that developmental/molecular
biology, cellular biology, and genetics/genomics frequently use multiple representations.
This is not surprising as these areas of the biological sciences have a lot in common with
chemical concepts and biochemical processes. Each of these areas of biology shares a
similar triplet reasoning structure as chemical reasoning. However, in biology these
levels relate less to the structure of atoms, chemical compounds, and function of forces,
but more to cellular interactions (Takayama, 2007). As with chemical reasoning, to truly
understand developmental/molecular biology, cellular biology, and genetics, students
need to understand how the levels work together.
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In developmental biology, many of the representations emphasize the stages of
embryonic development in discrete units; each stage is followed by another until
development is complete (Hardin, 2008). However, breaking up embryonic development
promotes the misconception that it happens in distinct periods with pauses between
(Hardin, 2008). Likewise in cellular biology and genomics, multiple representations are
used to elaborate how the genetic code can be translated from the nucleotide base pairs to
DNA, then condensed into chromosomes, and continues on to elaborate how the genetic
code can be used to build proteins (Takayama, 2007).
In genetics, representations often show nucleotide base pairs aligned with each to
show students different gene segments. These segments are used to create a phylogenetic
tree (Figure 5) that represents the inferred evolutionary relationships between different
genes (Baum & Offner, 2008; Takayama, 2007).

Figure 5. Phylogenetic tree (Crisp & Cook, 2005).
Phylogenetic trees are the representations of hypothesized evolutionary
relationships between species and higher taxa (Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013; Baum &
Offner, 2008; Baum & Smith, 2013; Novick & Catley, 2013; Novick & Catley, 2014;
Halverson & Friedrichsen, 2013). These trees depict the hypothesized relationships
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between extinct and extant organisms, and are used to elaborate how different taxa,
genes, cell signaling pathways, and many other biological processes are related through
time (e.g. Baum & Offner, 2008). However, these trees are frequently hard for a student
to comprehend because of their inability to understand the biological relationships the
tree is representing (Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013; Baum et al., 2005) and because students
need to understand the representation parts (e.g. branches, nodes, tips) (Ainsworth &
Saffer, 2013).
Historically, phylogenetic trees were created using morphological characters
(Lemey, Salemi, & Vandamme, 2009). However, the idea that species are distinct groups
without variation can cause confusion as students are taught to classify organisms based
on the trait differences between species. In order to understand phylogenetic trees,
individuals need to accept and understand that species are not carbon copies of each
other, even if they have similar traits (Evans, Rosengren, Lane, & Price, 2012; Shtulman
& Checa, 2012). Students do not necessarily understand speciation (Evans et al., 2012;
Shtulman & Checa, 2012) and have some difficulty noting small differences in character
states in phylogenetic trees and cladograms (Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013). For instance,
zebras are identifiable to even the youngest child by the black and white striped pattern of
their coats. At first glance, it would seem that all zebras are the same. The striped pattern
found in zebra fur is not the same pattern distributed across the species; each individual
has its own pattern (Evans et al., 2012). When students are presented with an organism
that does not fit perfectly within known groups, they do not know what to do (Evans et
al., 2012). The characteristics that are used to identify species groups serve as a set of
guidelines rather than hard and fast rules that apply to the majority of the individuals
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within a species (Shtulman & Schulz, 2008). Phylogenetic trees can help students gain a
better understanding of evolutionary relatedness through explicit instruction, resulting in
a tree-thinking understanding.
Current studies using phylogenetic representations focus on students’ treethinking ability; how students read, interpret, create, and use phylogenetic trees
(Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013; Baum & Smith, 2013; Novick & Catley, 2013; Novick &
Catley, 2014; Halverson et al., 2013; Halverson, 2011; Halverson, Pires, & Abell, 2011),
identifying misconceptions (Baum et al., 2005; Crisp & Cook, 2005; Halverson et al.,
2011; Meir, Perry, Herron, & Kingsolver, 2007; Novick & Catley, 2013; Thanukos,
2009), influence of directionality of tree-reading (Novick & Catley, 2014), and the effect
of test order on tree-building (Halverson et al., 2014). Additionally, Halverson (2011)
identified three core skills students need to overcome tree-thinking misconceptions: (1)
Recognizing and understanding tree parts; (2) Identifying and using a scientific approach
when reading and analyzing phylogenetic trees; and (3) Using phylogenetic trees to
support ideas and inferences about biological relatedness. These skills can be applied, not
only when reading about phylogenetic trees, but also when building them.
There is a conceptual understanding to building phylogenies (Baum & Smith,
2013; Novick & Catley, 2014; Perry et al., 2008). In order to build an accurate
phylogenetic tree, students not only need to understand the parts and pieces of a
phylogenetic tree (e.g. Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013; Baum & Offner, 2008; Crisp & Cook,
2005; Halverson, 2011; Novick & Cately, 2012), but they also need to understand the
language associated with phylogenetic trees (Baum & Offner, 2008; Crisp & Cook, 2005;
Halverson, 2011; Halverson & Friedrichsen, 2013). Certain terminology used, when
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discussing phylogenetic trees, is familiar to students because they are also used in
everyday language such as branch, root, and tips. On the other hand, there are many
terms associated with phylogenetic trees that are not used in everyday language such as
clade, taxon, and trait (Baum & Offner, 2008). If students do not understand the language
used in systematics, learning about trees can be challenging. Additionally, multiple data
sources are frequently used when building phylogenetic trees, such as morphological,
isotopic, geologic, and molecular data (Simpson, 2006). However, overlaying multiple
data sources does not always make one simple tree. Scientists can use these multiple
representations to understand the evolutionary history of related taxa and communicate
their understanding of how the taxa are related.
Representations in Technology
A growing area of representation research is in technology based representations.
Mistler-Jackson and Songer (2000) suggested that the different types of technology and
their application would change how students are educated, which is much debated. This
raises two important questions: (1) Will the technology used engage and/or motivate the
students to be actively involved in learning; and (2) How does the use of technology
interact with the quality of student learning. Answering both of these questions is vital to
understanding how to improve student learning with technological representations.
Understanding how technology engages and motivates students is an important field of
research that is directly impacted by how the technology is used. If the technology is not
applied appropriately, then the quality of learning will decrease as well as motivation and
engagement.
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Carle, Jaffee, and Miller (2009) define technology as any tool that uses
“computer-based hardware and software” (p. 376). This broad definition of technology
includes e-learning environments, internet use, and some forms of educational gaming.
These technological forms do not necessarily use representations to understand student
learning. However research in animations (Barak, Ashkar, & Dori, 2011; Dalacosta,
Kamariotaki-Paparrigopoulou, Palyvos, & Spyrellis, 2009; Hoban & Nielsen, 2012;
Matuk, 2008; Marbach-Ad, Rotbain, & Stavy, 2008; O’Day, 2008; Yarden & Yarden,
2013), computer gaming (Ketelhut, 2011), computer simulations (BioQUEST, 2006;
Falvo, 2008; Holzinger, Kickmeier-Rust, & Albert, 2008; Khan & Chan, 2011; Lin,
Bergland, & Klyczek, 2011), haptic interfaces (Bivall, Ainsworth, & Tibell, 2011), and
virtual reality (Barrett, Stull, Hsu, & Hegarty, 2015; Corbit, Wofford, & Kolodziej, 2011;
Hwang & Hu, 2013; Kartiko, Kavakli, & Cheng, 2010) investigate how technology based
representations impact learning.
Research has found that students who receive greater benefits from dynamic
(moving) visual representations, rather than static (non-moving) representations (Barrett
et al., 2015; Holzinger et al., 2008). Static images, in contrast to animations, show every
step of science processes at once (Stith, 2004) or as serial images that require the reader
to mentally assemble the scientific process. Dynamic representations provide guided
learning to students (Barrett et al., 2015; Kartiko et al., 2010) which may in turn lead to
increased student engagement (Rapp, 2007). In some instances, technology based
representations (i.e. animations, simulations, and virtual reality) augment the potential for
misconceptions (Tarng, Change, Chang, & Liou, 2008). While the quantity of research
using representations and technology has increased, there are few studies that investigate
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the appropriate application of technology based representations (Carle et al., 2009; Stull,
Barrett, & Hegarty, 2013).
Many studies have characterized the attributes technology-based representations
need to reduce the number of misconceptions created by students. O’Day (2008)
synthesized these guidelines into the following general categories: use of content
material, animation layout logistics, narration and tone, and student control and additional
cues. Each of these elements should appear simultaneously with narration to help the
viewer link the events together, thus allowing for comprehension of the science content
(Barrett et al., 2015; Holzinger et al., 2008; Phillips et al., 2010; Vavra et al., 2011).
Focused content allows for the material to be more coherent while not overloading the
viewer (O’Day, 2008). If the students become overloaded, then the information being
represented will be lost.
One way to keep from overloading students is to give them control of the
representation (Barrett et al., 2015; Rapp, 2007). Some simulations, educational games,
virtual learning environments, and haptic interfaces allow students to guide their learning
by controlling the speed and playback capabilities of the technology based representation.
A haptic interface is one in which sensory information is given to the learner as they
work through a simulation or virtual interface (Bivall et al., 2011). As the students work
through the haptic interface, they use a joystick to manipulate models. When students
work through simulations about molecular forces, they felt resistance in the joystick as
they move two molecules closer together (Bivall et al., 2011). The more students used the
haptic interface trying to force molecules together, the more they feel resistance in the
joystick (Bivall et al., 2011). This resistance provides a sensory framework for students to
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refer to when thinking about molecular forces. Using this type of simulation students
were able to learn about molecule forces, stay engaged, and create fewer misconceptions
about forces as they would with a traditional representation (Bivall et al., 2011).
To a great extent, research investigating technology-based representations has
been limited to understanding how animations affect student learning. However, an
additional area that lends itself to understanding student learning with technological
representations is the virtual world. Some researchers are investigating how virtual reality
(Barrett et al., 2015; Tarng et al., 2008), and the animated avatars (representations of the
user) found in online gaming platforms and virtual realities, help students understand
different science concepts (Kartiko et al., 2010; Mraz, Boyce, Halverson, & Clase, 2013).
As learners walk through a virtual reality environment, they are able to manipulate the
3D and sometimes 4D representations that exist in that reality. They are in control of their
own learning speed, rather than being restricted by the rate of play of both animations and
simulations. In addition to user control, virtual realities can be imbedded with an avatar.
These avatars can increase motivation and retention rates (Kartiko et al., 2010) while
allowing students to feel more in control of their learning environment. This results in the
potential for increased learning using animations.
The virtual world promotes learning through easy-to-use tools (Barrett et al.,
2015; Kartiko et al., 2010). However, there is the potential for developing
misconceptions (Barrett et al., 2015; Tarng et al., 2008) because the virtual world is not
real. The lack of true reality may cause students to not make connections between
concepts learned in the virtual learning environment and the real world. Virtual worlds
and simulations are not the end-all answer to teaching. The opportunities for
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misconceptions to occur still exist. Technology-based representations, however, can be
used in conjunction with other teaching methods to reduce the chance for misconceptions
through repeated and varied instruction. This allows for the student to experience the
information in multiple forms over time, thus allowing the student to address their prior
ideas and form accurate ones.
Literature Gaps
Many studies have found that representations help students learn complex topics
in various areas of science, including chemistry, biology, physics, geography, and
mathematics. The majority of these studies are in the fields of chemistry, molecular and
developmental biology, and mathematics, with few studies in the realm of evolution or
ecology. The research with representations and evolution are focused largely on
understanding students’ tree-reading ability (Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013; Baum et al.,
2005; Halverson et al., 2011; Novick & Cately, 2013; Novick & Catley, 2014; Catley,
Novick, & Funk 2012) and students’ representational competence with phylogenies
(Halverson & Friedrichsen, 2013). However, there are no studies investigating how
students’ tree-reading ability, representational competence, and understanding of the
phylogenetic language come together to help them communicate their understanding of
phylogenies. One way to assist students in learning about phylogenetic trees,
understanding the language, and thus increasing their representational competence is
through explicit, repeated instruction (Bransford et al., 2000). This can be accomplished
through traditional lectures and hands-on activities, such as virtual simulations.
Before 2000, research relating technology with learning was negligible, and more
research was needed in an effort to assess technology use in primary and secondary
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classrooms (Mistler-Jackson & Songer, 2000). Since then research surrounding the use
of technology and representations has increased tenfold, with the majority focusing on
animations, simulations and virtual interfaces. However, with the exception of The
WHIPPO story (BioQUEST, 2006) and EvoBeaker’s Flower & Trees (Perry et al., 2008),
current research investigating representations with technology takes place in lectures or
in informal education settings (Barrett et al., 2015; Tarng et al., 2008). Additionally, most
technology-based representation research focuses on which elements found in
animations, simulations and virtual reality are best for learning. However, few studies
investigate the impact on learning when technology-based representations are used in
tandem with explicit instruction in the classroom.
Future research should determine the changes in how students communicate their
understanding through: (1) the changes in their tree-reading skills; (2) the changes in their
representational competence; and (3) the changes in how they associate the language of
phylogenies, in order to accurately identify students’ understand tree-thinking.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Procedure
I conducted a mixed-methods study at The University of Southern Mississippi
(USM) to understand how students communicate their tree-thinking understanding after
varied types of instruction. Mixed-method studies combine quantitative and qualitative
methodologies to create an extensive data set for analysis. The detail provided by the
qualitative analysis verifies and explains the findings from the quantitative analysis.
Whereas the qualitative analysis alone provides insights into how students communicate
tree-thinking and cognitive organization, it cannot determine the overall changes in
students’ tree-thinking the way a quantitative analysis can. Using the two methodologies
together results in breadth (quantitative) and depth (qualitative) of understanding of
students’ tree-thinking ability, thus providing stronger conclusions (Patton, 2002).
The quantitative portion of my project provided an overview of the changes in
introductory biology students’ tree-thinking. The qualitative portion of this project
provided a detailed understanding of how undergraduate students communicate their
understanding of tree-thinking: ability to read, use, and create evolutionary trees. My
dissertation utilized a quasi-experimental design to determine changes in students’ treethinking ability, representational competence, and mental association of terms used in
conjunction with phylogenetic trees (Table 1).
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Table 1
Quasi-experimental design groups
Group I: Control
Enrolled BSC
110
No Simulation
No Repeated
Instruction

Group II:
Simulation Only

Group III: Lecture
Only

Group IV: Simulation
& Lecture

Enrolled BSC 110

Enrolled BSC 111

Enrolled BSC 111

Simulation
No Repeated
Instruction

No Simulation
Repeated
Instruction

Simulation
Repeated Instruction

I collected data from the Principles of Biological Science two-course series: Principles of
Biological Science I and II (BSC 110 and 111, respectively). Data sources used to answer
the research questions for my project included: a pre/post-assessment which consisted of
a tree-thinking diagnostic with word association task, the Flowers and Trees virtual
laboratory simulation workbook, and semi-structured interviews (Tables 2 & 3).
Table 2
Data matrix: Study purpose and research questions by data sources
Purpose: Understand student’s tree-thinking communication after varied instruction.
Data Sources
Research Questions
Pre/PostSimulation
Semi-Structured
Assessment
Workbook
Interviews
1. What are the significant
changes in student's responses
P
on a tree-thinking assessment
after varied forms of instruction?
2. What are the changes in
student's levels of
P
S
P
representational competence
after varied forms of instruction?
3. What are the changes in
students' associations of
P
P
phylogenetic terms after varied
forms of instruction?
Note: P = Primary Source, S = Secondary Source
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Table 3
Data sources attributed to research questions
Research Question
1. What are the significant
changes in student's responses
on a tree-thinking assessment
after varied forms of
instruction?
2. What are the changes in
student's levels of
representational competence
after varied forms of
instruction?

3. What are the changes in
students' associations of
phylogenetic terms after varied
forms of instruction?

Data Source
Pre & Post Assessment

Question/Task
# 4–14

Semi-Structured
Interviews:
Retrospective PreAssessment

# 4–14

Semi-Structured
Interviews: PostAssessment
Simulation Workbook
Pre & Post Word
Association Exercise
Card Sort Task

Exercises 2–6
# 1–12

Prompt Terms # 1–12;
Response Terms # 1–12

Setting
I recruited students from the Principles of Biological Science two-course series:
Principles of Biological Science I and II (BSC 110 and 111, respectively). Typically,
students take the two-course series in order (BSC 110 followed by BSC 111); however,
this order of enrollment is not a requirement. To eliminate an additional variable in the
data, I restricted participation in the study to students who were taking the course series
in order. Therefore, student participants were distributed into one of four groups based on
enrollment choices (See Table 1).
The BSC 110 lecture focuses on basic biological principles (e.g. cellular
organization), processes (e.g. cellular division, metabolism) and methods (e.g.
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experimental design). There were two sections, each taught by different instructors
(Instructor A & B). Through classroom observations, I determined that the instructors
taught the same content material, with similar timing (i.e. instructors taught the same
chapters within two class periods of each other) in each course section. However,
teaching styles differed slightly. For example, Instructor A, while never teaching about
phylogenetic trees or evolution specifically, used some of the associated language
occasionally while teaching other topics because there is an inherent overlap in the
language. For instance, when teaching genetics, they used terms such as Ancestry, Taxon,
and Trait. These terms are found in both genetics chapters and evolutionary history
chapters, and two of these terms (Ancestry & Taxon) are part of my prompt term list
(discussed in the Data Sources section later in this chapter). However, the amount of
overlapping language was minimal and limited to early weeks in the semester. Likewise,
Instructor B, also never taught about phylogenetic trees or evolution. However, Instructor
B attempted to minimize the use of certain terms associated with phylogenetic trees or
evolution while teaching other topics. For instance, Instructor B did not use the terms
Ancestry or Character when discussing genetics, instead using “genetic history” and
Traits. Instructor B also limited the little overlapping language they did use to the early
weeks of the semester. While Instructor B purposely limited use of language that
overlapped with genetics and evolution and Instructor A did not, the resulting use of
language in class was similar between the two instructors. Therefore, I felt confident
combining the students from both Instructor A & B into their respective quasiexperimental design groups (II & III).
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The BSC 111 lecture emphasizes evolution, organismal diversity, and organ
systems. During the first unit of BSC 111, students are taught about evolution and
phylogenetic trees. Instruction in phylogenetic trees included explicit details on how to
interpret tree diagrams and what data scientists use to generate phylogenetic trees.
Throughout the remaining units, students are continually exposed to images of
phylogenetic trees through their textbook and repetitive instruction on organismal
diversity and trait evolution, but are not explicitly taught tree-thinking after the first unit.
There were two sections, each taught by different instructors (Instructor C & D). Through
classroom observations, I confirmed that the instructors taught similar content in a similar
timeframe. However, how instructors taught tree-thinking was slightly different.
Instructor C used static and dynamic images within Microsoft PowerPoint presentations
to teach tree-thinking. They also provided in-class time for students to work together on
problems about tree-thinking. Instructor D used similar methods, but also used
manipulative models to help students understand phylogenies. Even though Instructor D
used manipulatives to help teach tree-thinking, which does influence students treethinking (e.g., Halverson, 2010), this form of instruction occurred twice in the treethinking unit. Students from Instructor D’s course did not mention the manipulatives
during the interviews at all when asked how using the simulation compared to class.
Therefore, I felt confident combining the students from both Instructor C & D into their
respective quasi-experimental design groups (III & IV).
Quasi-Experimental Design Groups. Group I: Control Group; students enrolled in
BSC 110 only and did not complete the computer simulation; these students did not have
instruction of any kind from their coursework. Group II: Simulation only; students
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enrolled in BSC 110 only and completed the instructional intervention; these students
only received instruction through the computer simulation and not from their coursework.
Group III: Lecture only; students enrolled in BSC 111 and did not complete the computer
simulation; these students received instruction through their coursework, but not through
the computer simulation. Group IV: Simulation and Lecture; students enrolled in BSC
111 and completed the computer simulation; these students received multiple modes of
instruction.
Target Population
I restricted participants in this study to those who were enrolled in a Principles of
Biological Sciences two-course series at USM, a high research activity university. The
majority of students enrolled in this course series were science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics (STEM) majors. The students enrolled in these courses reflect the 20142015 Academic Year gender and ethnic demographics of the university (Table 4)
(University of Southern Mississippi Fact Book, 2014).
Table 4
University demographics for fall semester 2014

Total
Caucasian
African American
Hispanic
Asian
Amer. Indian/Alaska Native
Non-Resident Alien
Multi-Racial
Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
Other

Total
100%
61.46%
30.49%
3.35%
1.22%
0.34%
0.7%
1.81%
0.12%
0.52%

Male
36.33%
23.62%
9.5%
1.22%
0.55%
0.13%
0.37%
0.72%
0.05%
0.17%

Female
63.67%
37.84%
20.99%
2.13%
0.67%
0.21%
0.32%
1.08%
0.07%
0.35%
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I restricted participation in this study to students who were 18 years of age or
older by asking for their date of birth before participation. I gave all students who met the
age qualification from the BSC 110 and BSC 111 sections opportunity to participate in
this study. Due to the potential volume of students participating in the study, I targeted
specific students to complete the computer simulation and subsequent semi-structured
interview. I invited students to act as key informants based on their pre-assessment scores
(high-, moderate-, and low-achieving students). I invited at least 20 participants from
BSC 110 and 111 each to act as key informants for the qualitative portion of this study; a
total of 37 students agreed to act as key informants. Students who wished to receive extra
credit but did not want to participate in my study were given the option of completing an
equally valued alternative assignment. No students elected to complete the alternative
assignment.
Data Collection Timeline
I collected data from BSC 110 and BSC 111 during the Fall 2014 and Spring
2015 semesters. During the Fall 2014 semester, I collected data from two sections of BSC
110 and one section of BSC 111. During the Spring 2015 semester, I collected data from
one section of BSC 110 and two sections of BSC 111. I collected data in a structured
manner for each course treatment group so that I could have access to pre and post
responses from all participants (Table 5). A complete description of these courses and the
instructions can be found in the Setting section of this chapter.
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Table 5
Dissertation data collection timeline

Week 3

BSC 111
Administer Pre-Assessment
Pre-Assessment Analysis & Phylogenetics
Unit
Phylogenetics Unit continued

Week 4

Administer Post-Assessment

Week 1
Week 2

BSC 110
Administer Pre-Assessment
Pre-Assessment Analysis

Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9

Invite students to complete the
computer simulation and
semi-structured interview.

Week 10

Invite students to complete the computer
simulation and semi-structured interview

Week 11
Week 12
Week 13
Week 14

Administer Post-Assessment

Week 15

Data Analysis

Week 16

Data Analysis

For the BSC 110 courses, I administered the pre-assessment during the first week
of class. I then scored the pre-assessment during week two to select key informants. I
invited key informants to complete the computer simulation and semi-structured
interview over the next 11 weeks. I administered the post-assessment at the end of the
semester to allow for more time for data collection. For the BSC 111 courses, I
administered the pre-assessment during the first week of class. I then scored the preassessment and used those scores to select key informants. I administered the postassessment immediately after Unit 1: Phylogenetic Trees, rather than at the end of the
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semester in order to identify changes in students communication attributed to lecture
alone and a combination of lecture and computer simulation.
Data Sources
Data sources included a pre- and post-assessment, the Flowers and Trees
workbook used with the computer simulation, and a semi-structured interview.
Pre/Post-Assessment. The assessment consisted of two parts, a word association
exercise and a tree-thinking diagnostic (Appendix A). I used the word association
exercise to discover what word choices individuals make as a response to specific prompt
terms relating to phylogenetic trees. This exercise illustrates which words students
mentally associate together, and how they perceive different topics. By presenting
stimulus words/phrases that are specific to phylogenetics, we can see how people think
about these terms (Lyle, 2003). I selected the terms used for this exercise from Baum and
Offner (2008) and Baum and Smith (2013) as these authors define common terminology
used in conjunction with phylogenetic trees. I used the tree-thinking diagnostic to
understand students’ level of tree-reading representational competence with phylogenies
before and after instruction.
For the in-class word association exercise, I created a 13-slide Microsoft
PowerPoint presentation of the prompt terms in alphabetical order. The first slide was an
instruction slide, informing the students that there were no correct answers for this type
of exercise, and for each word I presented, they should write the first word or phrase that
came to mind on the provided answer sheet. Each slide thereafter contained a single
prompt term centered on the slide in large font (Appendix B). Each prompt term slide
was shown to the students for 30 seconds, at the end of time I progressed the presentation
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forward one slide until all 12 prompt terms had been presented. After students completed
the word association exercise, they were instructed to complete the attached tree-thinking
diagnostic.
The tree-thinking diagnostic consisted of 14 questions, three demographic
questions targeted students’ previous experiences with phylogenetic trees, the last nine
covered students’ understanding of evolutionary relatedness, lineages, common ancestry,
and tree-reading. This diagnostic was developed by a research team at the National
Evolutionary Synthesis Center (NESCent). My role within the team was to determine the
validity and reliability of the diagnostic.
Validity is assessed in two ways: content validity and face validity. As this
instrument was created and revised by five experts in the field of tree-thinking and
experts in the field of learning with representations, this instrument is considered to have
content validity (Moskal & Leydens, 2000). Additionally, each version of the diagnostic
was administered to a group of students to assess face validity. These students were of the
same educational level as the students used to test the reliability of the instrument, but
were not the same students used for those tests. The face validity students were used to
evaluate the overall appearance, structure, and wording of the instrument. For each
version of the instrument, we used a new set of students to assess face validity so there
was no bias from seeing previous versions of the instruments. After face validity was
assessed, student responses were used to structure future versions of the instrument. On
the final version of the instrument, students reported that the wording of questions were
understandable and appropriate for their level of education. Students also reported that
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the overall appearance of the diagnostic was uncluttered and organized. Therefore, the
final instrument is considered to have face validity (Moskal & Leydens, 2000).
The reliability of the instrument was tested using internal consistency measures,
suitable for multiple choice tests with dichotomous responses (Bodner, 1980; Kline,
2005). Internal consistency measures compare the responses of each participant to all
other participants to determine if the diagnostic produces similar answers among similar
participants (Kline, 2005). These assessments measured how consistent the responses on
an instrument were. The internal consistency measure appropriate for this diagnostic is
the Kuder-Richardson 20 (KR20), as it adjusts for the dichotomous responses inherent in
multiple-choice tests where there is a single correct answer (Bodner, 1980; Kline, 2005).
Reliability is assured when ρKR20 ≥ 0.80.
Instrument Version One consisted of 12 questions, three demographic and nine
diagnostic questions (Appendix C). The first instrument was not organized with respect
to representation type (interpretation vs comparison) or representation rotation direction.
Differently rotated trees were not grouped according to the direction they faced, which
could impact student responses (Halverson et al., 2014). The questions in this version
were a combination of short answer and multiple-choice. The face validity was tested by
66 students. Reliability was tested with 329 introductory biology major and non-major
students. The KR20 internal consistency test resulted in a ρKR20 = 0.03 which was below
the threshold score of ρKR20 ≥ 0.80. In an effort to increase the reliability, I re-ran the
KR20 with different questions removed. Most frequently, the removal of Question 9
increased the internal consistency score, to ρKR20 = 0.48. However, neither removing this
item nor any others increased the reliability measure to ρKR20 ≥ 0.80.
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Instrument Version Two consisted of 13 questions, three demographic and 10
diagnostic questions (Appendix D). This version was not organized with respect to
representation type or rotation direction. Based on the internal consistency score from
Instrument Version One and the responses from the face validity test group, questions
were added, reorganized, and simplified. The questions were reorganized with respect to
representation type. The tree diagrams were simplified (see Question 10 in both
Instrument Version One and Two). Questions were also modified to multiple-choice to
force a response from students. For instance, in Question 4, Answer Choice A, there is
now only one misconception rather than two misconceptions as part of the answer choice.
The face validity was tested by 12 students. Reliability was tested with 198 introductory
biology major and non-major students and the answers were triangulated with 37 students
to determine if the instrument was assessing the correct phylogenetic content. The KR20
internal consistency test resulted in a ρKR20 = 0.72 which was below the threshold score of
ρKR20 ≥ 0.80.
Instrument Version Three (the version used for this study) consists of 14
questions: three demographic and 11 diagnostic questions (see Appendix A). This version
is organized with respect to representation type and rotation. Questions were revised to
reduce complexity within the question (see Question 7 Version Two versus Question
Version Three). Additionally, answer choices were revised to limit responses to five
choices. Comparison questions were revised so the answer choices had one correct
response and one misconception per remaining response (see Question 13 Version Two
versus Questions 12-14 Version Three). The face validity was tested by 15 students.
Reliability was tested with 46 introductory biology majors. The KR20 internal
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consistency test resulted in a ρKR20 = 0.80; thus, reliability is confirmed for this version of
the instrument.
Computer Simulation Workbook. The virtual laboratory simulation, Flowers and
Trees, developed by the SimBio Corporation, briefly describes the evolutionary history of
the Columbine flowers and how different traits may arise over time. Flowers and Trees
has a companion workbook that is separated into six sections (Appendix E). As part of
each section, the simulation asks students to answer questions about the evolutionary
history of Columbine flowers. The activities lead students through the process of reading,
interpreting, and creating phylogenetic trees. Students record their predictions and
observations as related to each activity. As part of the workbook, students draw diagrams
representing some of their predictions regarding the evolutionary history of the
Columbine flowers, answer questions about common ancestry, and answer phylogenetic
tree-interpretation questions.
By the end of the simulation, students are exposed to a way to read, interpret, and
construct a phylogenetic tree. However, the simulation assumes that the student
understands the language used and does not provide a definition bank or an explanatory
exercise where the language is described. I used this data source to better understand the
changes in students’ representational competence after completing the simulation
activity. I also asked students to provide me with their perceptions of the simulation after
their experiences and they reported that the best part of the simulation was watching
populations “grow” over time, that seeing how the flowers changed after hundreds of
years was helpful in understanding how they were related. Overwhelmingly, I was told
that the simulation controls were hard to use and not well described in the workbook.
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However, a great feature reported was that the simulation let students rotate branches.
Students indicated that being able to move the phylogenetic tree helped them understand
how the diagram could be manipulated without changing the information. However, I
was told that the lack of maneuverability within the simulation itself was very frustrating
and getting the tree to rotate was difficult using the mouse. This frustration went to the
point that some of my participants “gave up” during exercise six after attempting to rotate
the trees because it was such a difficult task.
Semi-Structured Interviews. The semi-structured interviews were conducted with
the key informants (described above) and consisted of a word association exercise with
card sort task, retrospective discussion of the pre-tree thinking instrument, and interview
questions (Appendix F). The interviews all followed the same general structure: 1) word
association/card sort task, 2) retrospective discussion, 3) interview questions; the
questions asked at each of the three steps varied based on responses given by students.
The predetermined questions and probes allowed me to maintain comprehensive data
collection while maintaining an interviewee specific atmosphere (Patton, 2002).
Word Association Exercise with Card Sorting Task. For the word association
exercise with card sort task conducted during the semi-structured interviews, I used note
cards rather than a PowerPoint simulation. I showed each student the same 12 prompt
term cards in the same order as the in-class version. A single prompt term, frequently
used in phylogenetics, was printed on each card. I then instructed students to say the first
word or phrase they thought of when presented with the prompt term. I held the cards in
a deck with the terms facing me. I then simultaneously showed and read the term on the
card to the students. I recorded the response on the back of the prompt term card. After
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the 12 prompt terms had been presented and student responses recorded, I asked students
to explain their responses (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Card sorting task.
Next, students completed the card sorting task, which is loosely based on the task
described by Friedrichsen and Dana (2003). I first asked students to sort the prompt term
cards base on how the students through the terms were related. I asked students to explain
why they thought the cards were related in order to gain insight into the student’s
understanding of the prompt terms. Next, I asked the students to repeat this process for
the responses they provided during the word association exercise.
Prompt Term Development. The prompt words used in my dissertation were
developed as part of a pilot study. Results of the pilot study revealed the list of
terminology was too long for students and resulted in terms presented at the end having
more ‘I don’t know’ or ‘no response’ responses. As my dissertation focuses on student’s
communication of tree-thinking, not their communication of evolutionary theory, I
removed the terms relating to evolutionary theory in the strict sense. Additionally, some
terms from the pilot study were used more frequently in non-biology courses (i.e. deep
time) and were inappropriate to use with introductory students. The prompt terms used
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for this study include: Ancestry, Branch, Character, Clade, Classification, Node,
Phylogenetics, Relationship, Root, Species, Taxon, and Tree.
Each of the prompt words represents a different aspect of the nature of
phylogenetic trees: conceptual, organizational, and structural. The prompt term
Phylogenetics is representative of all three aspects. I define Conceptual Terms as those
words that depict the evolutionary history and overarching relationships among and
between species. The terms Species, Ancestry, and Relationships are used when
discussing the overarching evolutionary history of organisms and taxa. Organizational
Terms help keep information within the tree clear and concise. The terms Taxa,
Classification, and Clade are terms used to describe the patterns within the phylogenetic
tree. Structural Terms relate to specific elements of the phylogenetic tree (Branch, Bode,
and Tree). Both Taxa and Species are included and not considered redundant. Taxa falls
into the organizational group as many biology texts only use the term Taxa when talking
about how organisms are organized in a phylogenetic tree and Species when talking
about species concepts.
Retrospective Pre-Assessment and Post-Assessment Discussion. I completed a
retrospective discussion of the student’s pre-assessment responses to understand why
they chose their answers on the pre-assessment (i.e. guessing or rationale). I showed the
students a copy of their pre-assessment and then asked them to describe what their
thought process was when choosing each answer. I then asked students to decide if they
would keep the same answer or change their answer based on what they had learned. I
used the responses to understand how students think about the information presented in
the pre-assessment and communicate their understanding of phylogenetic trees. I also
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used this discussion to verify the students pre-level of representation competence in order
to better understand the changes in students’ representational competence.
Interviews. Interview questions were asked following the computer simulation,
word association exercise, and assessment discussions. I decided on the types of
questions and topics to probe before the interviews began; however, the order in which I
asked the questions changed slightly with each interviewee. I did this in order to tailor
each interview session to the interviewee and maintain a flowing conversation. This also
gave me the freedom to pursue any lines of thought the students provided that I had not
originally anticipated (Patton, 2002). The questions were used to gain insight into
student’s understanding of phylogenies and how they communicate that understanding.
Researcher Qualifications
My educational training establishes researcher credibility. I achieved my Master’s
degree in Science Education, with emphasis in Biology. During this program, I was a
research assistant on two research projects regarding students understanding of evidence
to support evolution, and understanding how task order influences students’
understanding of phylogenetic trees (Boyce & Halverson, 2011; Halverson et al., 2013).
As part of the Biology Doctoral program, I have science education research experience in
three main areas of student learning: 1) undergraduate student’s understanding of
representations (i.e., tree-thinking), 2) environmental learning during a middle school
informal field experiences supplemented with mobile technology and trained postsecondary volunteer naturalists, and 3) cognitive and affective gains associated with an
authentic Course-based Undergraduate Research Experience (CURE).
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I have been involved with a team (including members from BioQUEST
Curriculum Consortium, and the National Evolutionary Synthesis Center) to develop a
quantitative diagnostic assessment for identifying representational competence in treethinking skills. My responsibilities on this team were to administer the instrument,
analyze responses to determine the reliability, and assist the team in redesigning the
tree-thinking instrument based on the findings.
I am the lead research assistant for the Over Under and Through: Students
Informally Discover the Environment project funded by the National Science
Foundation Advancing Informal STEM Learning grant (no. 1224051). This project, led
by Co-PIs Dr. Kristy L. Daniel and Dr. Aimée K. Thomas, explores informal learning
with mobile technology for middle school aged students. In this role, I have supervised
and helped train three graduate research assistants, one undergraduate assistant, and
multiple volunteers involved in data collection (e.g. field observations, student
interviews, pre and post surveys) and analysis, acted as a liaison between the project
team and partner school teachers, managed project scheduling for site visits, and helped
disseminate findings through conference presentations and publications.
I was a research assistant for the Multidisciplinary Effort to Address Education
in New Biology CURE project, funded by the Gordon Research Conference Visionary
Grant. This project, led by Co-PIs Dr. Kari L. Clase and Dr. Kristy L. Daniel explores
student understanding of genomes and learning with representations through an
authentic course-based research project. My role within this project was to analyze
qualitative data (e.g. student interviews, quizzes, and journal reflections) to determine
changes in representational competence with annotated genomes, understanding of
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scientific processes, and describe students identities and how they relate to future career
paths.
I served as the statistician of two projects: 1) Investigating how college students’
acceptance of evolution related to their tree-thinking understanding (Walter et al., 2013);
and 2) Investigating the use of manipulative models to teach tree-thinking (McLaurin,
Halverson & Boyce, 2013). Additionally, I was the developer and researcher of a project
investigating peoples’ perceptions of evolutionary terms. These past experiences make
me qualified to collect and analyze data regarding changes in students’ tree-thinking
ability, representational competence, and mental associations of terms used with
phylogenetic trees.
Trustworthiness and Ethical Considerations
To ensure trustworthiness in my research, I took steps to establish credibility,
transferability, dependability and confirmability for my project (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). I
first applied for and received Internal Review Board approval to collect and analyze data
(Appendix G). I used a systematic approach to analyzing data collected from this project
to enhance my credibility. The data collected included pre- and post-assessment data, a
word association exercise with card sorting task, the retrospective pre-assessment and
post-assessment discussion, computer simulation lab workbook responses, and interview
transcripts. Using multiple types of data sources, I was able to triangulate my data to
ensure the credibility of the outcomes (Patton, 2002). I first collected pre-assessment data
from all participants. I then invited participants to act as key informants to complete the
semi-structured interviews based on the responses on the pre-assessment. By conducting
a retrospective discussion of the pre-assessment, a post-assessment discussion, and semi-
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structured interviews, I was able to clarify responses from each key informant to ensure
the correct meaning was extracted from their data sources. Finally, I compiled and
analyzed all of the data sources to identify any emergent themes (Patton, 2002).
I addressed project confirmability by asking my faculty advisor (Dr. Kristy L.
Daniel) to code a sample of the responses from the pre/post-assessment, simulation
workbook, and interview questions. This ensured that any identified themes were not
exceedingly influenced by my preconceptions, thus minimizing researcher bias and
establishing inter-rater reliability (Patton, 2002). Any discrepancies that arose were
discussed until both raters agreed on a code. This adds strength to my findings and
confirms that themes in the data are not missed. Confirmability is also established by
comparing my results to those already in the literature. Through result comparison, I
create a better understanding of the subject matter and contribute this information to the
existing literature informing this project (Patton, 2002). The confirmation of my results
fills a literature gap regarding students understanding of phylogenies.
To enhance the transferability of my research, I demonstrated how my findings
are applicable to other research areas (Patton, 2002). Using the rich descriptions, other
researchers can use this study to inform their research projects even when the scientific
content is different. For instance, this project is investigating the changes in students’
tree-thinking ability, representational competence, and mental association of terms used
in conjunction with phylogenetic trees after varied instruction. Other researchers can to
incorporate the findings from this project into other studies investigating students’ treethinking ability, representational competence, or the use of word association exercises as
an instructional tool. My faculty advisor (Dr. Kristy Halverson) and my dissertation
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committee have safeguarded the dependability of this study. The committee members
have confirmed the appropriate choice of data collection, analysis and interpretation to
ensure that I followed a systematic approach (Patton, 2002).
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
This chapter is organized with respect to the order of my research questions. The
first section describes my quantitative analysis and results for the changes in student’s
responses on a tree thinking assessment (research question one). The second section
describes my qualitative analysis and results for the changes in student’s level of treereading representational competence (research question two) and the changes in student’s
associations of phylogenetic terms (research question three).
Quantitative Analysis and Results
The quantitative portion of this study measured the changes in students’ treethinking. I first collected 227 pre-assessment responses during the Fall 2014 semester and
82 pre-assessment responses during the Spring 2015 semester. However, during both the
Fall 2014 and Spring 2015, 64 students from each semester completed the postassessment. After removing students who completed the pre-assessment but not the postassessment, my participant pool included 128 students (Table 6).
Table 6
Participant counts by quasi-experimental design groups
Group I:
Control
n=24
Enrolled BSC 110
No Simulation
No Repeated
Instruction

Group II:
Simulation Only
n=30
Enrolled BSC 110
Simulation
No Repeated
Instruction

Group III:
Lecture Only
n=53
Enrolled BSC 111
No Simulation
Repeated
Instruction

Group IV:
Simulation & Lecture
n=21
Enrolled BSC 111
Simulation
Repeated Instruction

Next, I transcribed all data from paper-based and electronic assessments, noting
which quasi-experimental design group the students self-selected into. Each student self-
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selected into the quasi-experimental design groups based on the course in which they
were enrolled and whether or not the student volunteered to complete the computer
simulation.
Next, I calculated the change in means between the pre/post-assessment scores to
determine which quasi-experimental design group had the largest overall change on the
assessment. Lastly, I ran a 1x4 factorial ANOVA on the pre and post tree-thinking
diagnostic scores between the quasi-experimental design groups to determine if there was
a significant difference. Statistical significance was assigned when p ≤ 0.05. The
Levene’s test for Homogeneity of Variances was not significant, indicating equal
variances. In the event of a significant F-value, I ran a Tukey’s pairwise comparison to
determine where the differences existed.
Results. Overall, the change in mean scores increased on the tree-thinking
assessment for all quasi-experimental design groups (Figure 7).

MEAN CHANGE SCORE

2.500
2.000
1.500
1.000
0.500
0.000

0.708
GROUP I

1.000

1.094

GROUP II
GROUP III
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN GROUP

1.714
GROUP IV

Figure 7. Change in mean score for each group with error bars.
The change in mean score increased the least for Group I (no instruction) and increased
the most for Group IV (simulation & lecture). Group II (simulation only) and Group III
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(lecture only) also experienced increases in the mean change. I ran a 1x4 factorial
ANOVA that compared the change in tree-thinking diagnostic scores between the quasiexperimental design groups. The Levene’s test for Homogeneity of variances was not
significant, indicating the quasi-experimental design groups had equal variances. The
ANOVA showed a significant difference in the change in scores on the tree-thinking
assessment between the groups, F (3,124) = 5.227, p= 0.002. The Tukey’s pairwise
comparison showed there was no significant difference between Group I and Group II
(p=0.619, d= 0.204), Group II and Group III (p=0.426, d= 0.212), nor Group III and
Group IV (p=0.423, d= 0.249). The Tukey’s pairwise comparison showed there was a
significant difference between Group I and Group III (p=0.033, d= 0.416), Group I and
Group IV (p=0.002, d= 0.663), and between Group II and Group IV (p=0.043, d= 0.461)
(Table 7).
Table 7
Tukey’s post-hoc pairwise comparison table between groups
Group (I)
Group I
Group I
Group I
Group II
Group II
Group III

Group (J)
Group II
Group III
Group IV
Group III
Group IV
Group IV

Mean Difference (I-J)
-0.546
-1.118
-1.789
-0.572
-1.243
-0.671

Std. Error
0.45
0.403
0.491
0.375
0.467
0.423

Sig
0.619
0.033*
0.002*
0.426
0.043*
0.391

Cohen’s d
0.204
0.416
0.663
0.212
0.461
0.249

Note: *Indicates significant differences

Qualitative Analysis and Results
For the qualitative portion of this study, I analyzed the responses from the
different portions of the semi-structured interviews. The first part of this section describes
the data analysis methods and results of the changes in students’ level of tree-reading
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representational competence (research question two). The second part of this section
describes the data analysis methods and results of the changes in student’s mental
association of terms used in conjunction with phylogenetic tree representations (research
question three).
Changes in Tree-Reading Representational Competence
Participants included 35 students who volunteered to complete the computer
simulation and semi-structured interview. Group II (simulation only) had 17 students and
Group IV (simulation & lecture) had 18 students. To determine the changes in student’s
tree-reading representational competence, I deductively analyzed student responses on
the retrospective discussion of the pre/post-assessment. I used six of the seven levels of
tree-thinking representational competence described by Halverson and Friedrichsen
(2013) for my deductive categories (research question two). The first six levels describe
both tree-reading and tree-building representational competencies. The seventh level is
used exclusively to describe individuals who achieve expert tree-thinking
representational competence (Halverson & Friedrichsen, 2013) and is thus not
appropriate with a group of introductory level students. As students were not given the
opportunity to draw a phylogeny, I only identified the changes in student’s tree-reading
representational competencies.
To determine a student’s overall tree-reading representational competence, I first
divided the questions from the tree-thinking assessment into two categories:
interpretation questions and comparison questions, as the literature states that students
can have different tree-reading competencies with different types of questions
(Halverson, 2011). Next, I assigned a level of tree-reading competence for each question
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on the pre-assessment for both categories of questions (interpretation and comparison)
based on the student’s responses. Then I assigned a level of tree-reading competence for
each question on the post-assessment for both categories of questions (interpretation and
comparison) based on the student’s responses (see below for details regarding the treereading levels of competency). Then I assigned an overall level of tree-reading
competence based on the mode of the student’s levels of tree-reading competency for
both categories of questions (interpretation and comparison). Next, I calculated the
number of students in each level of tree-reading competency for each category of
question (interpretation and comparison) and by tree-thinking assessment type (pre and
post). Lastly, I assigned an overall level of tree-reading competency for each quasiexperimental design group by category of question (interpretation and comparison) for
both the pre and post tree-thinking assessment, based on the mode of the student’s levels
of tree-reading competency for each quasi-experimental design group.
Results. Overall, students in both quasi-experimental design groups exhibited an
increase in their level of tree-reading competency between the pre and post assessment
for both categories of questions. For interpretation type questions, Group II (simulation
only) and Group IV (simulation & lecture) both increased by two levels. For comparison
type questions, Group II had no change in competency and Group IV increased by 4
levels (Table 8).
Table 8
Mode of tree-reading competence by group and question type

Groups
Group II
Group IV

PreInterpretation
Level 1
Level 1

PostInterpretation
Level 3
Level 3

Pre-Comparison
Level 2
Level 1

PostComparison
Level 2
Level 5
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Levels of Tree-Reading Representational Competence Descriptions. Level 0:
Unknown, due to problems with student recall. This was not a level originally detailed by
Halverson and Friedrichsen (2013). I added this level when students were unable to
describe their thought process as to how and why they answered questions on the
assessment. Students categorized in this level were unable to recall their reasoning
process as to how they answered questions. For instance, Eylsa stated, “I can’t remember
why I chose any of the answers on this [the pre-assessment].” Kandi stated, “I’ll just go
with the same one [answer as provided on the pre-assessment]. I don’t really know.” This
could be due to pre-competencies being assessed through a retrospective discussion.
Level 1: No Use of Representation. Students in this category rely on their prior
knowledge rather than the representation provided to answer questions. Students in this
category are unable to make comparisons across tree types, simply viewing them as
completely different representations (Halverson & Friedrichsen, 2013). For instance
when answering question 10 on the assessment (Appendix A), Tom stated, “for one, a
seal is a water animal, and a horse is a land animal. On top of that, a seal is considered a
fish, and a horse is a horse. Now if you were saying a seahorse or something like that,
they [the seal and seahorse] would be more related than just a seal [and a horse].” He is
relying on his understanding of the organisms’ ecology rather than referencing the tree
provided. Additionally, students are classified in this level if they stated that they guessed
on their response to any of the questions.
Level 2: Superficial Use of Representation. Students with this level of
representational competence use non-conventional information to answer questions.
Students interpret the bends found in gated versions of phylogenies as important.
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Additionally, students assume the physical location of the taxa names in relation to each
other is indicative of relatedness, and thus, when the tree is rotated, the relationships
change (Halverson & Friedrichsen, 2013). For instance, when Jessica answered question
13 she stated, “they [the trees] are all different because the letters [letters identifying taxa
on the phylogenies] here are different… they’re basically reciprocals of one another.”
Even though the trees are all representing the same relationships, she assumed that
because the letters were in different places the relationships were all different.
Level 3: Simplified Use of Representation. Students with this level of
representational competence use the number of branches and the most recent common
ancestor, not the entire representation, to answer questions (Halverson & Friedrichsen,
2013). Additionally, students categorized in this level traced the tree with without
describing the relationships to answer questions. For example, Amy stated, “all you have
to do is just go straight here instead of going all the way down,” as to why she chose her
answer for question 10. Once she traced the path to the most recent common ancestor,
she ignored the rest of the representation. Additionally, Chelsea stated, “it’s still E
[answer to question 9] because it goes all the way back.”
Level 4: Symbolic Use of Representation. Students with this level of
representational competence understand the major parts of the phylogenetic tree but rely
solely on the nodes and the location of the nodes to infer relationships. Students infer that
more branching means more differences (Halverson & Friedrichsen, 2013). For instance,
William stated, “this one goes down two nodes and this one goes down two nodes. So it’s
the same distance between each node, it’s the same distance away” as his answer to
question 4. He assumed that because the green alga was two nodes away from both the
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moss and red alga (by his counting method) that the green alga was equally related to
both the moss and red alga.
Level 5. Conceptual Use of Representation. Students categorized with this level
of representational competence are able to identify phylogenies as an illustration with
swiveling branches. Students understand that the movement of the taxa in relation to the
moving branches do not change the relationship depicted (Halverson & Friedrichsen,
2013). For example, in response to question 12 Corrine stated that they would respond
with Tree 2 being different from the other two trees because, “Tree 1 is just flipped
around a little bit from the order of this one [Tree 3]. And Tree 2 is the only one that’s
different because it’s saying it’s changing the whole order of doing it.”
Interpretation Style Questions. Prior to instruction, for interpretation style
questions, students in Group II (simulation only) were most likely (35.3%) to have a
Level 1 tree-reading competency. After instruction, students in Group II were most likely
to have a Level 3 (70.6%) tree-reading competency. Prior to instruction, students in
Group IV (simulation & lecture) were more likely (44.4%) to have a Level 1 tree-reading
competency. After instruction, students in Group IV were more likely (94.4%) to have a
Level 3 tree-reading competency.
Overall, I found that no student in either group increased representational
competence in tree-interpretation beyond a Level 3 competency. Specifically, when
looking at individual changes in tree-interpretation representational competencies before
and after instruction, I found students in both groups either increased or maintained their
level of tree-reading representational competence with tree-interpretation, with no
students decreasing their level. Gains in representational competence are indicated by
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points falling above the dotted bisector and those showing decreases are indicated by
points falling below the bisector (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Individual student changes in mode of representational competence level for
tree-interpretation pre/post intervention. Shape size corresponds to number of students at
said value.
Within Group II, the majority of students (71%) increased their level of
competence by at least one level. The rate change was fairly even distributed across all
students: 29% showing no improvement, 29% showing one level of improvement, 29%
showing two levels of improvement, and 12% showing three levels of improvement.
However, when looking at the trend in the data, there is a non-linear, consistent scatter of
growth (see Figure 8).
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Within Group IV, students showed a more linear distribution with the majority of
students (94%) achieving Level 3 Competence in tree-interpretation after instruction;
with 61% of students in Group IV increasing their level of competence by at least two
levels. In this instance, the rate of change across all students was not evenly distributed:
39% showing no improvement, 0% showing one level of improvement, 44% showing
two levels of improvement, and 6% showing three levels of improvement. These results
indicate a bimodal distribution (see Figure 8).
Comparison Style Questions. Prior to instruction, students in Group II
(simulation) were most likely (35.3%) to have a Level 2 tree-reading competency. After
instruction, students in Group II were most likely (52.9%) to have a Level 2 tree-reading
competency. Prior to instruction, students in Group IV (simulation & lecture) were most
likely (33.3%) to have a Level 1 tree-reading competency. After instruction, students in
Group IV were most likely (44.4%) to have a Level 5 tree-reading competency.
Overall, when looking at individual changes in tree-comparison representational
competencies before and after instruction, I found students in both groups either
increased or maintained their level of tree-reading representational competence, with no
students decreasing their level. I found students in Group II did not increase
representational competence in tree-comparison beyond a Level 3 competency, whereas
students in Group IV increased to Level 5 competency (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Individual student changes in mode of representational competence level for
tree-comparison pre/post intervention. Shape size corresponds to number of students at
said value.
Within Group II, the majority of students (53%) increased their level of
competence by at least one level. The rate change was an uneven distributed across
students: 47% showing no improvement, 18% showing one level of improvement, 24%
showing two levels of improvement, and 12% showing three levels of improvement.
When looking at the trend, there is a non-linear, consistent scatter of growth (see Figure
9).
Within Group IV, students showed a more linear distribution with the majority of
students (44%) achieving Level 5 Competence in tree-comparison after instruction; with
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77% of students in Group IV increasing their level of competence by at least one level. In
this instance, the rate of change across all students was broadly distributed: 22% showing
no improvement, 6% showing one level of improvement, 28% showing two levels of
improvement, 17% showing three levels of improvement, 11% showing four levels of
improvement, and 17% showing five levels of improvement. These results indicate a nonlinear, inconsistent scatter of growth (see Figure 9).
Changes in Word Associations
Participants included 128 students who self-selected into the quasi-experimental
design groups based on the course in which they were enrolled in and whether or not the
student volunteered to complete the computer simulation. Group I (BSC 110, no
simulation) had 24 students. Group II (BSC 110, simulation) had 30 students. Group III
(BSC 111, no simulation) had 53 students. Group IV (BSC 111, simulation) had 21
students (see Table 6).
I inductively analyzed student responses for the word associations for all students
who took the pre/post-assessment to identify the changes in student’s mental association
of terms used in conjunction with phylogenetic trees. First, I grouped student responses
into categories based on the characteristics of the terminology (i.e. phylogenetic
responses, time, and popular culture). For unclear student responses, I contacted the
student to member check the response meaning. If the student could not remember or was
unavailable, I compared the unclear response to the rest of the responses provided by that
student to determine if the meaning of the response term. Then, I grouped the categories
into phylogenetic responses and non-phylogenetic responses to mirror my study focus
(research question three).
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After coding student responses, I developed 13 Association Categories: Biological
Hierarchy, Genealogy (subcategory – Social Relationships), Generic Classification,
Generic Origins of Life, Government Organization, Household Objects, Linguistic
Similarities, Non-Phylogenetic Scientific Terminology, Organisms (subcategories:
Animals, Plants, & Living Trees), Phylogenetics, Popular Culture, Time, and Traits.
Additionally, I created a No Response category to classify responses where students
stated, “I don’t know”, “I can’t think of anything”, or “I’m drawing a blank.” See
Appendix H to see a full description of each Association Category.
Pre-Associations. Figure 10 is a graphical representation of all student word
association responses prior to instructional intervention. The larger the word size, the
more frequently the response was given by students.

Figure 10. Pre-instruction word cloud of word associations.
I combined the pre-associations for all four quasi-experimental design groups to
determine the overall frequency of Phylogenetic vs Non-Phylogenetic responses prior to
instruction. Overall, students most frequently provided a Non-Phylogenetic response
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(85.7%), followed by No Response (11%) and then a Phylogenetic response (3%).
(Figure 11).

Figure 11. Frequency of overall category assocations prior to instruction.
Prior to the instructional interventions all quasi-experimental design groups were
more likely to provide a Non-Phylogenetics response to the prompt terms (Table 9).
Table 9
Frequency of overall category assocations pre-instruction by groups.
Overall Categories
Phylogenetics
Non-Phylogenetics
No Response

Pre Group I
2.4%
85.4%
12.2%

Pre Group II Pre Group III Pre Group IV
0.3%
4.7%
4.8%
85.3%
87.7%
81.7%
14.4%
7.5%
13.5%

Additionally, all quasi-experimental design groups provided No Response to the
prompt terms before providing a Phylogenetics response. Group IV was most likely
(4.8%) to provide a Phylogenetics response. Group III was most likely to provide a NonPhylogenetics response. Group II was most likely (14.4%) to provide No Response. The
most frequent response categories within the Non-Phylogenetics Group were Organisms
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(24.7%), followed by Genealogy (15.2%), and Non-Phylogenetic Scientific Terminology
(10.2%) (Table 10).
Table 10
Frequency of student’s pre-association responses all groups, by category.

Association Categories
Phylogenetics
Biological Hierarchy
Genealogy
Generic Classification
Generic Origins of Life
Government Organization
Household Objects
Linguistic Similarities
Non-Phylogenetic Scientific Terminology
Organisms
Living Tree
Popular Culture
Time
Traits
No Response

Pre-Association
Frequencies Combined
3.3%
7.6%
15.2%
7.5%
3.1%
1.0%
0.5%
4.2%
10.2%
24.7%
36.1%
5.9%
1.2%
4.7%
11.0%

Note: *See Appendix H for a description of the word association categories

Phylogenetics. This category was one of the smallest categories (3.3%) prior to
instructional intervention. Responses were coded into this category if students used
terminology that was directly related to phylogenetic trees or systematics. Example terms
are Cladogram, Diagram, Phylogeny, Phylogenetic Tree, etc. If students provided words
that could be coded in other categories (i.e. diagram), they were asked to clarify their
response during the interview, or through a member check email. Prior to instruction the
prompt terms Clade, Phylogenetics, and Tree were the most likely (29%, 20%, and 16%
respectively) to elicit a Phylogenetics response.
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Organisms. Responses were coded into this category if students responded to any
of the prompt words with an organism (i.e. Homo sapiens, humans, animals, plants, live
tree, and organism). Within the Organisms category the majority of student responses
were Plants (42%). To fall in this subcategory students provided a response of plant or a
part of a plant (i.e. leaves, branches, buds). The Living Tree subcategory was the next
most frequent (36.1%). Student responses in this category are limited to when students
responded with the word Tree (or a tree name, like oak) and they were not referencing
phylogenetic trees. The Animals subcategory was the least frequent response within
organism (21.1%) and responses in this category were either specific species (i.e. wolf,
Homo sapiens, bat) or the word animal.
Genealogy. Responses were coded into this category if students used words such
as Family History, Family Tree, Genealogy, Generations, Heritage, etc. in response to
any of the prompt words. Within this category there is the subcategory of Social
Relationships. Of the responses in the Genealogy category, 72.6% are coded as Social
Relationships. Responses were coded as Social Relationships if students used words or
phrases such as Bond between People, Grandparents, Marriage, Relationships, etc. In this
category the Grandparents response was clarified during the interviews to verify that the
student was talking about their relationship with their grandparents and not simply listing
an organism.
Non-Phylogenetic Scientific Terminology. Responses were coded into this
category if students referenced any terminology that was related to a science, technology,
engineering, or mathematics field. Typical responses included Biology, Botany, Lymph
Node, Nerve, Science, etc.
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Problematic Prompt Terms Prior to Instruction. All of the prompt terms except
Clade, were more likely to elicit a Non-Phylogenetic response than a Phylogenetic one.
The term Clade was most likely (4.62%) to elicit a No Response, whereas Ancestry,
Character, Taxon, and Tree did not elicit a No Response. Of the Prompt terms that
elicited a Phylogenetics response, Clade was the most likely (0.91%). The prompt terms
Ancestry, Root, and Species did not elicit a Phylogenetics response. The prompt terms
Ancestry and Species were equally most likely (8.33%) to elicit a non-phylogenetic
response (Tables 11 & 12).
Table 11
Frequency of overall category responses pre-instruction, prompt terms: Ancestry,
Branch, Character, Clade, Classification, and Node.

Group

All

Overall
Categories

Ancestry Branch Character

Clade

Classification

Node

Phylogenetics

0.00%

0.13%

0.13%

0.91%

0.13%

0.39%

NonPhylogenetic

8.33%

8.14%

8.20%

2.80%

8.07%

5.92%

No Response

0.00%

0.07%

0.00%

4.62%

0.13%

2.02%

Table 12
Frequency of overall category responses pre-instruction, prompt terms: Phylogenetics,
Relationships, Root, Species, Taxon, and Tree.

Group

All

Overall
Categories

Phylogenetics

Relationship

Root

Species

Taxon

Tree

Phylogenetics

0.65%

0.07%

0.00%

0.00%

0.26%

0.59%

NonPhylogenetic

5.79%

8.20%

8.27%

8.33%

5.92%

7.75%

No Response

1.89%

0.07%

0.07%

2.15%

0.00%

0.00%
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Specifically, Ancestry was most likely (6.25%) to elicit a Genealogy response
(Appendix I). Branch was most likely (6.71%) to elicit an Organism response (most
frequent response was Living Tree, 85.44%). Character was most likely (4.62%) to elicit
a Popular Culture response. Clade was most likely (1.24%) to elicit a Linguistic
Similarities response. Classification was most likely (5.01%) to elicit a generic
classification response. Node was most likely (3.58%) to elicit a Non-Phylogenetic
Scientific Terminology response. Phylogenetics was most likely (4.36%) to elicit a NonPhylogenetic Scientific Terminology response. Relationships were most likely (7.10%) to
elicit a Genealogy response (most frequent response was Social Relationship, 99.05%).
Root was most likely (4.69%) to elicit an Organisms response (most frequent response
was Living Tree, 50%). Species was most likely (4.49%) to elicit an Organism response
(most frequent response was Animals, 94.2%). Taxon was most likely (3.26%) to elicit a
Biological Hierarchy response. Lastly, Tree was most likely (6.38%) to elicit an
Organism response (most frequent response was Plants, 87.76%).
Post-word association. Figure 12 is a graphical representation of all the student
word association responses after instructional intervention.

Figure 12. Post-instruction word cloud of word associations
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I combined the pre-associations for all four quasi-experimental design groups to
determine the overall frequency of Phylogenetic vs Non-Phylogenetic responses after to
instruction. Overall, students most frequently provided a Non-Phylogenetic response
(89.3%), followed by No Response (5%) and then a Phylogenetic response (5.7%).
(Figure 13).

Figure 13. Frequency of overall category assocations post-instruction.
After the instructional intervention, all quasi-experimental design groups were
more likely to provide a Non-Phylogenetics response to the prompt term. Additionally,
the frequency of No Response provided decreased. However, Group IV was the most
likely (7.9%) to provide a Phylogenetics response, followed by Group III (6.9%). Group
III was most likely (91%) to provide a Non-Phylogenetics response, followed by Group II
(90%). Group I was most likely (9.7%) to provide No Response (Table 13).
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Table 13
Frequency of overall category assocations post-instruction by group

Post Group I

Post Group
II

Post Group
III

Post Group
IV

Phylogenetics

3.8%

3.6%

6.9%

7.9%

Non-Phylogenetics

86.5%

90.0%

91.0%

86.9%

No Response

9.7%

6.4%

2.0%

5.2%

Overall Categories

After instructional interventions, the most frequent responses provided by
students were still the Organisms (increasing to 54% from 25%) and Genealogy
(increasing to 27.8% from 15%) categories. Unlike the response frequencies prior to
instructional intervention, the response frequencies after instruction were more evenly
distributed across association categories (Table 14).
Table 14
Frequency of student’s post-association responses all groups, by category
Association Categories
Phylogenetics
Biological Hierarchy
Genealogy
Social Relationships
Generic Classification
Generic Origins of Live
Government Organizations
Household Objects
Linguistic Similarities
Non-Phylogenetic Scientific
Terminology
Organisms
Living Tree
Pop Culture
Time
Traits
No Response

Post-Instruction Frequencies All Groups
5.7%
9.0%
27.8%
43.6%
9.8%
2.2%
0.7%
0.3%
3.6%
9.0%
54.0%
18.3%
4.6%
1.6%
5.6%
5.0%
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After instruction, all quasi-experimental design groups were more likely to provide an
Organisms category response followed by a Genealogy category response (Table 15).
Table 15
Frequency of student’s post-associations by group

Association Categories
Phylogenetics
Biological Hierarchy
Genealogy
Social Relationships
Generic Classification
Generic Origins of Live
Government Organizations
Household Objects
Linguistic Similarities
Non-Phylogenetic
Scientific Terminology
Organisms
Animals
Plants
Living Tree
Pop Culture
Time
Traits
No Response

Post Group
I
3.8%
6.3%
17.0%
79.6%
5.9%
2.1%
2.8%
0.3%
5.2%

Post Group
II
3.6%
6.7%
16.7%
70.0%
5.6%
1.1%
0.6%
0.6%
4.2%

Post Group
III
6.9%
10.7%
15.3%
81.4%
14.2%
3.0%
0.0%
0.3%
3.0%

Post Group
IV
7.9%
11.5%
13.9%
74.3%
9.5%
2.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.8%

10.4%
25.0%
6.1%
7.7%
5.3%
5.6%
1.7%
4.2%
9.7%

11.1%
32.5%
6.6%
14.0%
10.3%
5.3%
0.8%
5.0%
6.4%

8.2%
24.2%
9.5%
14.5%
16.6%
3.9%
2.0%
6.3%
2.0%

6.7%
28.6%
5.0%
6.1%
7.9%
4.0%
1.6%
6.3%
5.2%

Problematic Prompt Terms after Instruction. Overall, all of the prompt terms
were more likely to elicit a non-phylogenetic response. Of the prompt terms that elicited
a Phylogenetics response, Clade and Phylogenetics were equally most likely (0.91%) to
elicit this type of response. Character did not elicit a Phylogenetics response. Of the NonPhylogenetic Responses, Ancestry was most likely (8.27%) and Clade was least likely
(5.60%) to elicit this type of response. Of the No Response group, Clade was most likely
(1.82%) to elicit this response. Ancestry did not elicit a No Response (Table 16 & 17).
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Table 16
Frequency of overall category responses post-instruction by groups, prompt terms:
Ancestry, Branch, Character, Clade, Classification, and Node.
Post

Overall
Categories

All
Combined

Group I

Group II

Group III

Group IV

Ancestry

Branch

Character

Clade

Classification

Node

Phylogenetics
NonPhylogenetic

0.07%

0.52%

0.00%

0.91%

0.26%

0.85%

8.27%

7.68%

8.14%

5.60%

8.01%

6.51%

No Response

0.00%

0.13%

0.20%

1.82%

0.07%

0.98%

Phylogenetics
NonPhylogenetic

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.69%

0.00%

0.69%

8.33%

7.99%

7.99%

4.86%

7.99%

6.60%

No Response

0.00%

0.35%

0.35%

2.78%

0.35%

1.04%

Phylogenetics
NonPhylogenetic

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.28%

4.72%

0.00%

8.33%

7.50%

8.33%

3.89%

8.06%

6.94%

No Response

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

4.17%

0.00%

0.83%

Phylogenetics
NonPhylogenetic

0.16%

0.47%

0.00%

1.10%

0.31%

1.26%

8.18%

7.70%

8.18%

7.08%

8.02%

6.29%

No Response

0.00%

0.16%

0.16%

0.16%

0.00%

0.79%

Phylogenetics
NonPhylogenetic

0.00%

0.79%

0.00%

1.59%

0.40%

0.40%

8.33%

7.54%

7.94%

5.16%

7.94%

6.35%

No Response

0.00%

0.00%

0.40%

1.59%

0.00%

1.59%

Table 17
Frequency of overall category responses post-instruction by groups, prompt terms:
Phylogenetics, Relationships, Root, Species, Taxon, and Tree.
Post

Overall
Categories

Phylogenetics
All
NonCombined Phylogenetic
No Response

Phylogenetics Relationships

Root

Species Taxon

Tree

0.91%

0.26%

0.07%

0.07%

0.65% 1.17%

6.90%

7.94%

8.14%

8.01%

6.97% 7.10%

0.52%

0.13%

0.13%

0.26%

0.72% 0.07%
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Table 17 (continued).
Post
Group I

Group II

Group III

Group IV

Overall
Categories

Phylogenetics Relationships

Root

Species Taxon

Tree

Phylogenetics
NonPhylogenetic

0.35%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

2.08% 0.00%

6.25%

8.33%

7.64%

7.64%

4.86% 7.99%

No Response

1.74%

0.00%

0.69%

0.69%

1.39% 0.35%

Phylogenetics
NonPhylogenetic

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.28%

0.28% 0.00%

7.22%

7.78%

8.33%

8.33%

7.50% 7.78%

No Response

0.28%

0.28%

0.00%

0.00%

0.83% 0.00%

Phylogenetics
NonPhylogenetic

0.79%

0.31%

0.00%

0.16%

0.47% 1.89%

7.39%

7.86%

8.33%

7.86%

7.70% 6.45%

No Response

0.16%

0.16%

0.00%

0.31%

0.16% 0.00%

Phylogenetics
NonPhylogenetic

1.98%

0.40%

0.40%

0.00%

0.40% 1.59%

5.95%

7.94%

7.94%

8.33%

6.75% 6.75%

No Response

0.40%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

1.19% 0.00%

Of the Phylogenetics responses in Group I (no instruction), Taxon was most likely
(2.08%) to elicit this type of response, whereas Ancestry, Branch, Character,
Classification, Relationships, Root, Species, and Tree did not (see Tables 16 & 17
above). Of the Non-Phylogenetic responses, the prompt terms Ancestry and Relationships
were equally most likely (8.33%) to elicit a Non-Phylogenetic response, whereas Clade
and Taxon were least equally least likely (4.86%). Of the No Response group, the prompt
term Clade was most likely (2.78%) to elicit this response, whereas Ancestry and
Relationships did not elicit a No Response. Specifically, Ancestry was most likely (6.3%)
to elicit a Genealogy response (61.1% Social Relationships). Branch was most likely
(4.2%) to elicit an Organisms response (83% Living Tree). Character was most likely
(4.2%) to elicit a Popular Culture response. Clade was most likely (2.8%) to elicit a No
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Response. Classification was most likely (4.9%) to elicit a Generic Classification
response. Node was most likely (3.1%) to elicit a Non-Phylogenetic Scientific
Terminology response. Phylogenetics was most likely (5.2%) to elicit a NonPhylogenetic Scientific Terminology response. Relationship was most likely (6.9%) to
elicit a Genealogy response. Root was most likely to (4.5%) to elicit an Organism
response. Species was most likely (4.5%) to elicit and Organism response (53.8% Living
Tree). Taxon was equally most likely (2.1%) to elicit a Phylogenetics and Linguistic
Similarities response. Tree was most likely (6.6%) to elicit an Organism response (50%
plants and animals) (Appendix J, Tables 22 & 23).
Of the Phylogenetics responses in Group II (simulation only), Classification was
most likely (4.72%) to elicit this type of response, whereas the prompt terms Ancestry,
Branch, Character, Node, Phylogenetics, Relationships, Roots, and Tree did not. Of the
Non-Phylogenetics responses, the prompt terms Ancestry, Character, Roots, and Species
were equally most likely (8.33%) whereas Clade was least likely (3.89%) to elicit this
type of response. Of the No Response category, the prompt term Clade was most likely
(4.7%) to elicit this response; whereas Ancestry, Branch, Character, Classification, Roots,
Species, and Tree did not. Specifically, Ancestry was most likely (7.2%) to elicit a
Genealogy response (57.7% Social Relationships). Branch was most likely (6.9%) to
elicit and Organism response (96% Living Tree). Character was equally most likely
(3.6%) to elicit a Popular Culture and Traits response. Clade was most likely (4.2%) to
elicit a No Response. Classification was most likely (4.7%) to elicit a Generic
Classification response. Node was most likely (3.9%) to elicit a Non-Phylogenetic
Scientific Terminology response. Phylogenetics was most likely (4.2%) to elicit a Non-
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Phylogenetic Scientific Terminology response. Relationship was most likely (6.4%) to
elicit a Genealogy response (100% Social Relationships). Root was most likely (6.9%) to
elicit an Organisms response (60% Plants). Species was most likely (5%) to elicit an
Organism response (83.3% Animals). Taxon was most likely (2.8%) to elicit a Biological
Hierarchy response. Tree was most likely (6.7%) to elicit an Organism response (91.7%
Plants) (see Appendix J, Tables 24 & 25).
Of the Phylogenetics responses in Group III (lecture only), the prompt term Tree
was most likely (1.89%) to elicit a Phylogenetics response, whereas Species was least
likely (0.16%). Of the Non-Phylogenetic responses, the prompt term Root was most
likely (8.33%), and the prompt term Node was least likely (6.29%) to elicit this type of
response. Of the No Response category, the prompt term Clade was most likely (4.17%)
to elicit a response in this category, whereas the prompt terms Ancestry, Branch,
Character, Classification, Roots, Species, and Tree did not. Specifically, ancestry was
most likely (5.8%) to elicit a Genealogy response (64.9% Social Relationships). Branch
was most likely (6.8%) to elicit an Organisms response (93% Living Tree). Character
was most likely (4.7%) to elicit a Traits response. Clade was most likely (2%) to elicit a
Generic Classification response. Classification was most likely (4.1%) to elicit a Generic
Classification response. Node was most likely (2.4%) to elicit a Generic Classification
response. Phylogenetics was most likely (3.1%) to elicit a Non-Phylogenetic Scientific
Terminology response. Relationship was most likely (6%) to elicit a Genealogy response
(100% Social Relationships). Root was most likely (3.1%) to elicit and Organism
response (70% Plants). Species is most likely (3.9%) to elicit an Organism response (96%
Animals). Taxon is most likely (3.1%) to elicit a Biological Hierarchy response. Tree is
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most likely (5.2%) to elicit an Organisms response (97% Plants) (Appendix J, Tables 26
& 27).
Of the Phylogenetics responses in Group IV (simulation and lecture), the prompt
term Phylogenetics was most likely (1.98%) to elicit a Phylogenetics response, whereas
the prompt terms Ancestry, Character, and Species did not. Of the Non-Phylogenetic
responses, the prompt terms Ancestry and Species were equally most likely (8.33%) and
the prompt term Clade was least likely (5.16%) to elicit this response. Of the No
Response group, the prompt terms Clade and Node were equally most likely (1.59%) to
elicit this type of response. Whereas the prompt terms Ancestry, Branch, Classification,
Relationship, Route, Species, and Tree did not elicit a No Response. Specifically,
Ancestry is most likely (6.3%) to elicit a Genealogy response (68.8% Social
Relationships). Branch is most likely (6.3%) to elicit and Organisms response (100%
Living Tree). Character is most likely (4.8%) to elicit a Traits response. Clade is equally
most likely (1.6%) to elicit the following responses: Generic Classification,
Phylogenetics, Organism (25% Living Tree, 25% Plants), and No Response.
Classification is most likely (4%) to elicit a Generic Classification response. Notice most
likely (2%) to elicit a Non-Phylogenetic Scientific Terminology response. Phylogenetics
is most likely (2.8%) to elicit a Non-Phylogenetic Scientific Terminology response.
Relationship is most likely (5.6%) to elicit a Genealogy response (92.9% social
relationships). Root is most likely (5.2%) to elicit and Organisms response (76.9% Living
Tree). Species is most likely (5.6%) to elicit and Organisms response (100% Animals).
Taxon is most likely (3.6%) to elicit a Biological Hierarchy response. Tree is most likely
(6.7%) to elicit and Organisms response (94.1% Plants) (Appendix J, Tables 28 & 29).
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
My project investigated the changes in student’s communication of tree-reading
by measuring their changes on a tree-thinking assessment, their changes in tree-reading
representational competence, and their changes in associations of phylogenetic terms. By
investigating how each of these three aspects of communicating understanding of
phylogenies, I have a better understanding of how students communicate tree-thinking.
Previous research has found that if students are guided (e.g. scaffolded) in their learning,
their content knowledge increases (Bransford et al., 2000). Therefore, as a student
progresses through explicitly designed course work or guided instructional tools, their
understanding of the content should increase. In terms of understanding phylogenetic
trees, students need to be able to understand the language associated with phylogenetic
trees (e.g. Crisp & Cook, 2005; Halverson, 2011) and the different physical pieces of the
trees (e.g. Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013; Halverson, 2011) in order to become skilled at
reading the trees and understanding the evolutionary histories being represented. This
chapter is organized with respect to the order of my research questions.
Discussion of Results
Changes in Students Tree-Thinking Assessment Score
For this research question, I expected students in Group IV (simulation & lecture)
to perform better than students in any of the other groups because of the amount and
variety of instruction with representations they received. Students that receive instruction
with multiple representations perform better than students who do not (Ainsworth, 2006;
Corradi et al., 2012; Domin & Bodner, 2012; Hardin, 2008; Phillips et al., 2010). I found
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that students who received explicit lecture instruction (Group III) performed significantly
higher than students that received any instruction (Group I) and students that received
multiple forms of instruction (Group IV) performed significantly better than both
students who only received the computer simulation (Group II), and students who did not
receive instruction (Group I). Students in Group IV had a marginally larger increase in
mean score than students in Group III. Students in Group III (lecture only) had a
marginally larger increase in mean score than students in Group II (simulation) (see
Figure 7).
Students in Group II had a marginally larger increase in mean score than students
in Group I (no instruction). Students in Group II were guided through phylogenetic treereading and tree-building by the computer simulation Flower and Trees. One reason for
this could be the lack of formalized instruction on the conventions of phylogenetic trees.
In the second full exercise, the workbook identifies the parts and pieces of a phylogenetic
tree, and provides a definition for those pieces:
At right is a picture of the tree you now have, with some of its parts
labeled. Each point along a branch represents a population that lived at a
particular point in time. The small black squares mark particularly
significant populations. The root is the population you started with. The
node marks the population that split to produce two daughter populations.
The tips represent the populations that are currently living on Peak 1 and
Peak 2 (Herron et al., 2013, p. 7).
However, the simulation does not provide a separate tutorial on the specific terminology.
The simulation teaches students about phylogenetic conventions (e.g. branches, nodes,
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and monophyletic groups) by spreading the information throughout the workbook rather
than in concise lectures. If representations are properly paired with an explanation of the
representation, learners should gain a better understanding of the topic (Carolan, Prain, &
Waldrip, 2008; Kumi et al., 2013). In lectures students are presented with representations
and descriptions, both verbal and text, simultaneously. However, for students in Group II,
the simulation and workbook was their only instruction. If students are not reading the
workbook carefully, they may gloss over the information provided. Additionally, as the
information on phylogenetic conventions is spread throughout the text of the workbook,
students may not remember what they learned in previous exercises as they progress
forward, or even realize the skills used in earlier exercises should be utilized to answer
questions in later exercises. This may be especially true if the students are unskilled at
reading phylogenies.
Students in Group III & IV were guided through a specific four lecture series on
phylogenetic tree-thinking. Both BSC 111 instructors first started the series explaining
the terminology used in conjunction with phylogenetic trees. The instructors then
proceeded to teach students how phylogenetic trees are created by scientists and how to
properly read these trees. This process of explaining the language associated with
phylogenetics followed by how experts create phylogenies, and then teaching students
how to read phylogenies provides the necessary base scaffolding for students in both
Groups III and IV to read phylogenetic.
These data trends suggest that having explicit lecture instruction is more
beneficial on a tree-thinking diagnostic than having no instruction or only computer
instruction and having only one form of instruction is not as beneficial as having multiple
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forms of instruction. This adds support to current literature stating that students who
receive varied instruction and have interaction with multiple representations, have a
better understanding of complex topics (Bransford et al., 2000; Ainsworth, 2006; Domin
& Bodner, 2012; Hardin, 2008; Kumi et al., 2013). Because the computer simulation and
association workbook do not provide a specific tutorial regarding the terminology and
conventions used when discussing phylogenetic trees, and the information they do
provide is limited, students are not being provided with adequate scaffolding when
learning using the computer simulation alone. The larger change in mean scores between
the students in Group IV, as compared to students in Groups II and III indicates that the
computer program should not be used as the sole source of instruction for phylogenetic
tree-thinking, but instead only be used in conjunction with explicit lecture (Kumi et al.,
2013) in order to promote higher learning gains.
Changes in Representational Competence
Overall, both Group II (simulation only) and Group IV (simulation & lecture)
increased their level of tree-reading representational competence for both interpretation
and comparison type questions after instruction. Level 0 tree-reading competency was
used to indicate that students did not remember how they answered the interpretations on
the pre-assessment. It is possible that I was overly conservative in my coding methods,
thus coding more students’ responses to reflect the Level 0 tree reading competency. To
be classified at a Level 1 tree-reading competency, students had to use a formalized
reasoning process such as morphology or ecology of the organisms. If students said they
think they guessed on the pre-assessment because they could not remember how they
answered the questions previously, or if students did not explicitly state “I remember I
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answered this question by…”, or say “I thought I was supposed to do X to answer the
question,” then I coded the students at a level 0 tree-reading competency rather than
potentially inflate my findings. If we take into account that the students who were coded
at a Level 0 may have actually used some sort of formalized reasoning process, rather
than guessing or reporting that they cannot remember. If so, then some of the students
from both Group II and IV would have had a higher initial Level Tree-Reading
competency score for both question types.
Overall, both groups did equally well with the tree-interpretation questions. Both
groups initially had a Level 1 tree-interpretation representational competence and after
instruction, a Level 3 competency. Students in Group II had the same level of
representational competence for tree-comparison questions after instruction; whereas
students in Group IV increased from Level 1 to Level 5. This could indicate that students
in Group II were more comfortable answering interpretation questions and thus less prone
to guessing or using non-conventional methods to answer tree-interpretation questions
using phylogenetic trees. Students in Group IV had the same increase for the treeinterpretation questions as Group II and a larger increase (four levels) for the treecomparison questions. This could indicate that students in Group IV were more skilled in
answering the tree-comparison than tree-interpretation questions.
Phylogenetic trees have a set of standard conventions used when discussing the
patterns and evolutionary history being depicted (Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013; Crisp &
Cook, 2005; Halverson, 2011) and a specific set of skills used to understand those
conventions (e.g. Crisp & Cook, 2005; Halverson, 2011; Novick & Cately, 2012). The
skills are used to identify the different elements of the phylogenetic trees, understand how
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the parts fit together, and how trees can be used to make inferences (Ainsworth & Saffer,
2013; Halverson, 2011; Novick & Catley, 2012). Some of these skills are used more
depending on the type of tree-reading question, interpretation or comparison.
When students are asked to use the phylogenetic tree to make inferences
(interpretation type questions) about evolutionary history, students need to be able to not
only understand how to identify the branching patterns (Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013; Baum
& Offner, 2008; Crisp & Cook, 2005; Halverson, 2012; Novick & Catley, 2012), but also
the other elements that make up a phylogenetic tree (e.g. time and monophyletic groups)
(Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013; Crisp & Cook, 2005; Matuk & Uttal, 2012). Students need to
then pair their tree-reading skills with their understanding phylogenies in order to have a
higher level of tree-reading representational competence with interpretation questions.
Comparison questions do not necessarily require a combination of all three skills
in order to answer those questions. The comparison questions on the assessment
(Questions 12 through 14) ask students to compare and contrast the patterns being
represented in the trees. Students have to draw on their Recognition and Understanding
and their Identification and Use skills to identify the branching patterns being depicted
and to identify monophyletic groups (Halverson, 2011; Novick & Catley, 2012). Why
then, if interpretation questions require the use of more types of skills to answer than
comparison questions, do students in Group II have a higher increase in Tree-Reading
Representational Competence for the interpretation questions and not the comparison
questions? One reason for this could be how students in Group II learned the skills
necessary to read tree-interpretation questions.
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The only instruction students in Group II received was from the computer
simulation. As previously discussed, the simulation and associated workbook does not
provide extensive training in phylogenetic terminology. When the simulation starts,
students are asked to identify the patterns in the trees and make inferences about the trees.
However, the entire simulation is based around the population movement and evolution
of Columbine flowers. Matuk and Uttal (2012) found that the words used to identify taxa
on a phylogeny could be nonsense words and students were equally able to interpret the
phylogeny and that a student’s ability to interpret the phylogeny was more related to the
term evolution than the taxa being represented. Because the comparison questions use
abstract forms of phylogenies (Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013) and students in Group II were
trained to make inferences about trees after learning about the evolution of Columbine
flower populations, this could inhibit their ability to make sense of the comparison
questions.
Alternatively, it is possible that students do not need to know explicit terminology
(e.g. branch, node) when reading and discussing phylogenies, so long as they understand
the patterns and the meaning behind the patterns (e.g. decent, ancestry) being depicted.
There is discussion within the literature as to what students really need to understand in
order to accurately read phylogenetic trees (Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013; Matuk & Uttal,
2012 versus Carolan et al., 2008). If students are able to understand the patterns being
represented, whether or not they know the terminology, they may be better able to answer
the comparison questions accurately. Students in Group IV were taught how to read
phylogenies both in lecture and using the computer simulation. As the computer
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simulation was administered after the four lecture series, it served to reinforce what
students had learned previously.
Additionally, if students are only taught how to read one type of phylogeny (i.e.
only one representation type), without being taught how to transfer those skills to other
types, they would have a lower tree-reading representational competence score for the
new types of trees they are encountering (Ainsworth, 2006; Corradi et al., 2012; Domin
& Bodner, 2012; Hardin, 2008; Kumi et al., 2013; Phillips et al., 2010). Thus, repeated,
explicit instruction in how to read phylogenetic trees (e.g. Group IV), would help
students have a better understanding of how identify teachers and monophyletic groups
being represented within the pattern of comparison style trees. My findings support the
idea that computer simulations, can increase student’s abilities to understand different
versions of phylogenetic trees when paired with explicit instruction (Barrett et al., 2015;
Carle et al., 2010; Kartiko et al., 2010).
Changes in Word Associations
Overall, both prior to and after instruction, students all four quasi-experimental
design groups were more likely to provide a Non-Phylogenetic response to all of the
prompt terms. Specifically, both prior to and after instruction, all Groups were most
likely to provide an Organism response to any of the prompt terms followed by a
Genealogy response. What may be more telling looking at the groups after instruction
Group I and Group II were providing Non-Phylogenetic Scientific Terminology
responses third most frequently (10.4% and 11.1% respectively); whereas, Group III and
Group IV or providing either Generic Classification (Group 3) or Biological Hierarchy
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(group 4). This may be related to the type of instruction the different quasi-experimental
design groups were receiving.
Group I did not receive any formalized instruction; thus, we may assume that any
association students had were coming from their own unique way of looking at things and
their associations of the language used with phylogenetic trees that is also used in
everyday conversation (Carolan et al., 2008; Cremer et al., 2010; Kirik & Kaya, 2014).
Group II received instruction via the computer simulation. While the top three most
common categories for Group II were the same as the top three most common categories
for Group I (Organisms, Non-Phylogenetic Scientific Terminology, and Genealogy
respectively), the fourth most common category for Group II was Biological Hierarchy.
For Group I, the fourth most frequent (9.7%) was the No Response category.
Additionally, the Organism response category for Group II had a larger frequency in the
Organism category for Group I. These differences could be due to the instruction the
Group II students received during the computer simulation.
The computer simulation instruction focused on teaching students to read
phylogenetic trees and discussed slightly how scientists classify organisms. This
moderate influence of the instruction from the computer simulation could account for the
higher percentage of Group II responses falling into the Biological Hierarchy category as
the instruction may have provided specific pathways for students to incorporate new
knowledge (Cremer et al., 2010; Kirik & Kaya, 2014; Lyle, 2003; Ma, 2013), providing a
type of scaffolding to help students learn and understand phylogenies. However, this
could ultimately be detrimental to student’s understanding of phylogenies. The blending
of similar ideas (i.e. common ancestry and descent) with representations that look similar
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(pedigrees and phylogenies) could result in individuals confusing the representations and
their meanings (Carolan et al., 2008).
There were also subtle differences between students in Groups II and III. Students
in Group II were third most likely to provide Non-Phylogenetic Scientific Terminology;
whereas students in Group III were third most likely to provide Generic Classification
responses. The differences between these groups indicate that repetitive in-course
instruction leads to a more specific mental association of phylogenetic terms (Bransford
et al., 2000; Cremer et al., 2010; Ormrod, 2006; Kirik & Kaya, 2014; Nelson et al.,
2004). For instance, when student responses are classified as Non-Phylogenetic Science
Terminology, they could be using words such as: Science, Biology, and Lymph Node;
whereas, Generic Classification responses are those that indicate students were
associating organization with phylogenetic terminology (e.g. grouping of things). The
instruction students received in lecture is more structured and repetitive, thus allowing
students to better incorporate or mentally associate phylogenetic terms (Nelson et al.,
2004).
There were similar differences between Group III and Group IV. Both Group III
and Group IV were more likely to provide an Organism followed by a Genealogy
response. However, the third most frequent category for group 3 was Generic
Classification. Whereas, the third most frequent category for group for was Biological
Hierarchy. The fourth most frequent category for Group III was Biological Hierarchy and
the fourth most common category for Group IV was Generic Classification. Both Groups
III and IV received explicit instruction through their lecture course. The lecture course
described, in detail, phylogenetic trees and phylogenetic tree-reading. However, students
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in group for also received instruction through the computer simulation. In terms of
language development, the repetitive nature of using the terminology associated with
phylogenies in both lecture and the computer simulation may have helped students learn
the ‘alternative’ phylogenetic meaning for each term (i.e. the meaning extension) which
can increase conceptual understanding of terminology (Cremer et al., 2010; Bransford et
al., 2000; Kirik & Kaya, 2014; Nelson et al., 2004).
Conclusions
We know that repeated, varied instruction helps people learn (Bransford et al.,
2000; Ormrod, 2006) and can help students assimilate new meanings of concept specific
terminology (Cremer et al., 2010). For phylogenetic trees specifically, we know that if
students do not understand the different parts of phylogenetic trees, they will have trouble
reading them and understanding the evolutionary relationships being depicted (Ainsworth
& Saffer, 2013; Baum & Offner, 2008; Crisp & Cook, 2005; Halverson, 2011). Research
has found that incorporating dynamic representations to explicit instruction can help
students learn complex topics (Barrett et al., 2015; Holzinger et al., 2008; Kartiko et al.,
2010). My findings support these ideas; students in my study who received repeated,
explicit instruction, that incorporated multiple types of representations, had a larger
increase in mean scores on a tree-thinking assessment than other students.
My findings also support the idea that technology-based representations alone are
not as beneficial to student learning as when they are used in conjunction with lectures
(Mistler-Jackson & Songer, 2000; Stull et al., 2013). In my study, students who received
both explicit lecture instruction over multiple days and a follow up computer simulation
(Group IV) were better able to answer questions on the tree-thinking post-assessment.
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Students who received only repeated lecture instruction (Group III) did marginally better
than students who received only computer simulation instruction (Group II). Students
with any type of instruction performed better than students with no instruction (Group I).
If representations are not fully explained either verbally or through text, they can cause
misconceptions to develop (Corradi et al., 2012; Kumi et al., 2012; Kozma & Russel,
2007).
I also found that students who received repeated, varied instruction had a larger
increase in level of tree-reading representational competence with comparison style
questions and contradicts studies suggesting student control of representations increase
learning (Barrett et al., 2015; Kartiko et al., 2010). Students who received lecture and
supplemental instruction (Group IV) were better able to understand abstract trees than
students who only receive supplemental instruction (Group II). However, both groups of
students have equivalent levels of tree-reading representational competence with
interpretation questions. This suggests that the skills students need to harness in order to
answer comparison questions are being taught in the lecture courses, not through the
computer simulation.
An alternative explanation for this could be the persistence of knowledge from
early years of learning. Ainsworth and Saffer (2013) tested 7-11 year old’s ability to read
trees. They used students enrolled in a summer science camp and provided 15 minutes of
instruction about phylogenetic trees. They found that students were able to answer
questions about abstract trees with a 56% success rate. Students in their study frequently
relied on tracing the tree and following the branches along the tree to answer questions
(Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013). This is consistent with the Level 3 tree-reading
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representational competencies exhibited by students in my study. The similarities in treereading between students in the Ainsworth & Saffer (2013) study and this study suggest
that there is a consistency in the type of reasoning across multiple years of learning. What
is also important to note, if there is a consistency in thinking from elementary school age
to higher education this means there is the lack of change in the reasoning process. There
is no set level of representational competence that any age student should attain, rather
after instruction there should be a change in how students use and reason with
representations. If after many years of instruction, that presumably uses representations,
students’ level of representational competence is static, then students are not enhancing
their understanding of representations. However, based on the data collected, this idea
cannot be fully substantiated by my data and needs to be further explored.
Additionally, research has found that students assimilate new knowledge with
prior knowledge to build an understanding of concepts (Ormrod, 2006). In terms of
scientific language development, very little is known about how students develop a
network of mental associations for specific scientific language (Bilgin et al., 2013;
Cremer et al., 2010; Kirik & Kaya, 2014; Ma, 2013). Overall, I found that a short amount
of instruction is not enough to overcome the prior meaning extensions students have for
words. When presented with the prompt terms, all students were more likely to associate
the prompt term with a Non-Phylogenetic response. However the more instruction a
student received (i.e. simulation & lecture versus only lecture or only simulation)
increased the likelihood of students associating prompt with phylogenetic ones.
Additionally, it is possible that because phylogenetic language is a borrowed language,
with terminology taken from botany and other areas, rather than a unique terminology,
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can lead students to respond in more frequently with non-phylogenetic responses.
Students who were essentially “primed” for the word association task by the computer
simulation (Group II) did not have as high of a phylogenetic response rate as students
who were both primed and taught via lecture instruction (Group IV). The highest
phylogenetic response rates came from students who had explicit lecture instruction
(Groups III & IV). This indicates that the computer simulation alone is not enough to
help students overcome their prior association of this terminology. Repetition through
explicit lecture, more so than the computer simulation, was responsible for helping
students association the prompt terms with phylogenetics.
This supports the idea that learning needs to be repetitive (e.g. Bransford et al.,
2005; Cremer et. al, 2010; Ormrod, 2006) in order for students to understand the concepts
and be able to assimilate the conceptual information (phylogenetics) and learn the
extended meaning of common words used in systematics (Ainsworth & Saffer, 2013;
Kirik & Kaya, 2014). Even so, the best way educators can help students understand and
communicate using phylogenies is to create explicit instruction that incorporates
scientific language with a proper use of visual representations.
Future Directions
There are a number of potential extensions from my project. I collected data from
Introductory Biology Majors. Future work should expand this project to investigate the
differences between upper-level undergraduates, graduate students, and experts in
phylogenetics in order to gain a clearer picture of how individuals with different levels of
tree-reading representational competence differently mentally associate phylogenetic
language. However, in order to accomplish that, there needs to be more research done
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with scientific word associations in general. The most successful word association studies
are able to compare participant responses to a lexical book of responses. Lexical books
are generated after thousands of participants complete word association exercises with
word choice discussions, using the same prompt terminology. Future word association
work with phylogenetic terms should be conducted with large numbers of participants
with the same background education level to determine how people relate the
terminology. Additionally, because phylogenetic language uses borrowed terminology
rather than a unique set, an investigation into the possibility of creating a unique
phylogenetic language may be in order.
My project was limited to using the tree-reading representational competencies of
only two of my quasi-experimental design groups. Future work in this area should
attempt to investigate student’s changes in tree-thinking representational competence
after using varied instruction and instructional supplements to gain a better understanding
of the role the technological supplement plays in increasing student’s competencies. This
is also true for investigations with student’s word associations. It would be interesting to
investigate the relationship between student’s tree-thinking representational competence
changes and their word associations of phylogenetic terms.
Lastly, there was an interesting similarity in tree-reading between the results of
the Ainsworth & Saffer (2013) study and mine. Their 7-11 year old participants used a
similar reasoning process to students in my study. This suggests that how students learn
to read and reason with representations a younger age may persist across multiple years
of learning. However, my data could not be used to substantiate this similarity. A
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longitudinal study, following students from elementary through college would be the best
way to answer this question.
My dissertation incorporated student’s tree-reading with a description of their
tree-reading representational competence and their association of phylogenetic
terminology to understand how students communicate tree-thinking.
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APPENDIX A
PRE/POST ASSESSMENT: WORD ASSOCIATION EXERCSE
PAGE WITH TREE-THINKING DIAGNOSTIC

NAME: ________________________________________________________________
COURSE: ________________ PROFESSOR: _______________________________

Please indicate what your decision is regarding participation in this
study by checking one box indicating your choice, signing and
then dating the consent form.
ONLY SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
I AGREE TO PARTICIPATE: Consent is hereby given to participate in
this study. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I may withdraw
at any time without consequences to me. I understand that my professor will not
see any of my work in relation to this project.
_____________________________
Signature

___________________________
Date

_____________________________
Email address

___________________________
Student ID number

I DECLINE TO PARTICIPATE: I choose NOT TO participate in this study. I
know that my decision has no bearing upon my course grade.
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Word Exercise
In this exercise there are no wrong answers, all are correct.
There will be 12 words displayed, one at a time, on the power
point. Every time a new word appears (every 35 seconds), write
down the first word or phrase that you think in the blanks
provided. If you cannot think of any word or phrase, write “I don’t
know”.
1. ________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________
4. ________________________________________________________
5. ________________________________________________________
6. ________________________________________________________
7. ________________________________________________________
8. ________________________________________________________
9. ________________________________________________________
10.________________________________________________________
11.________________________________________________________
12.________________________________________________________
Word Exercise Complete
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Tree Thinking Survey
Biologists represent evolutionary relationships between organisms as
phylogenies or “evolutionary trees.” Evolutionary relationships are similar
to genealogies, but evolutionary relationships are between groups rather than
individuals and also typically represent vast amounts of time. As with all
graphic representations of information, users need to understand how to
“read” a tree. This assessment measures your ability to read a tree and apply
the information to evolutionary problems. Questions about your experience
include your entire biology education back through middle and high school.

1) What previous experience do you have with phylogenies?
a) I have never seen a phylogeny.
b) I may have seen one or two phylogenies in a class or in my textbook.
c) I have seen several phylogenies in previous biology classes.
d) I have encountered phylogenies frequently and have used them to help understand
biological examples.

2) Have you been taught how to interpret a phylogeny?
a) YES
b) NO

3) How comfortable are you with reading phylogenies?
a) Do not feel confident
b) Somewhat confident
c) Fairly confident
d) Confident
e) Dead sure of myself
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4) In reference to the tree above, which of the following is an accurate statement of
relationships?
a) A green alga is more closely related to a red alga than to a moss
b) A green alga is more closely related to a moss than to a red alga
c) A green alga is equally related to a red alga and a moss
d) A green alga is related to a red alga, but is not related to a moss
e) None of these organisms are related.

5) Three students are arguing over the correct interpretation of the tree in Question 4
above. Which student is correct?
a) Student A insists that pine is the most highly evolved living species because it
evolved most recently and is more complex than the other species.
b) Student B says the amoeba is the most highly evolved living species because it is
older than the other species.
c) Student C says that no living species is more highly evolved than another because
all living species have been evolving for the same amount of time from their
common ancestor.
d) None of the students are correct.
e) I do not know how to interpret the tree.
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6) In the above tree, assume that the ancestor had a long tail, ear flaps, external testes,
and fixed claws. Based on the tree and assuming that all evolutionary changes in these
traits are shown, what traits does a sea lion have?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

long tail, ear flaps, external testes, and fixed claws
short tail, no ear flaps, external testes, and fixed claws
short tail, no ear flaps, abdominal testes, and fixed claws
short tail, ear flaps, abdominal testes, and fixed claws
long tail, ear flaps, abdominal testes, and retractable claws

7) Looking at the tree above in Question 6, two students are discussing the evolutionary
relationship between sea lions, seals and dogs. Which student do you think is correct?
a) Student A says seals and sea lions are equally related to dogs because the lineages
of seals and sea lions share the same common ancestor with dogs.
b) Student B says that sea lions are more closely related to dogs than seals are
because there are fewer trait differences between sea lions and dogs, and sea lions
are next to dogs in the diagram.
c) Neither student is correct.
d) I do not know how to interpret the tree.
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8) Which of the five marks on the tree above corresponds to the most recent common
ancestor of taxon 3 and taxon 5?
a. A
b. B
c. C
d. D
e. E
9) A lineage refers to the entire evolutionary history of a species or taxon. Using this
definition, which image tree below has correctly traced the Taxon C lineage, as indicated
by the bolded thick black line.
A

B

D

E

C
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10) Using the tree below, which of the following is an accurate statement?

a) A seal is more closely related to a horse than to a whale
b) A seal is more closely related to a whale than to a horse
c) A seal is equally related to a horse and a whale
d) A seal is related to a whale, but is not related to a horse
e) None of these organisms are related

11) Imagine you could travel backwards through time and examine the last common
ancestor of a giraffe and a hippo. What would it be?
a) A giraffe
b) A hippo
c) A horse
d) A species that cannot be classified as any of the above.
e) There is no common ancestor between a giraffe and a hippo.
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12) Which of the following trees provides different information about the evolutionary
relationships among the groups?
a. Tree 1
b. Tree 2
c. Tree 3
d. They are all the same.
e. They are all different

Tree 1

Tree 2

Tree 3

13) Which of the following trees provides different information about the evolutionary
relationships among the groups?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Tree 1
Tree 2
Tree 3
All trees are the same.
All trees are different.
Tree 1

Tree 2

Tree 3
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14. Which of the following trees provides different information about the evolutionary
relationships among the groups?
a. Tree 1
b. Tree 2
c. Tree 3
d. They are all the same.
e. They are all different

Tree 1

Tree 2

Tree 3
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APPENDIX B
POWERPOINT SLIDES OF WORD ASSOCIATION TERMS
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APPENDIX C
INSTRUMENT VERSION ONE
NAME: ________________________________________________
Tree Thinking Survey
Biologists represent evolutionary relationships between organisms as phylogenies or
“evolutionary trees.” As with all graphic representations of information, users need to
understand how to “read” a tree. This assessment measures your ability to read a tree and
apply the information to evolutionary problems. Questions about your experience
include your entire biology education back through middle and high school.
1) What previous experience do you have with phylogenies?
e) I have never seen a phylogeny.
f) I may have seen one or two phylogenies in a class or in my textbook.
g) I have seen several phylogenies in previous biology classes.
h) I have encountered phylogenies frequently and have used them to help understand
biological examples.
2) Have you been taught how to interpret a phylogeny? YES / NO
If so, in which class(es)?
3) How comfortable are you with reading phylogenies?
f) Do not feel confident
g) Somewhat confident
h) Fairly confident
i) Confident
j) Dead sure of myself
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4) Which of the five marks on the tree above corresponds to the most recent common
ancestor of a mushroom and a sponge?

5) By reference to the tree above, which of the following is an accurate statement of
relationships?
a) A green alga is more closely related to a red alga than to a moss
b) A green alga is more closely related to a moss than to a red alga
c) A green alga is equally related to a red alga and a moss
d) A green alga is related to a red alga, but is not related to a moss
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6) Three students are arguing over the correct interpretation of the tree above. Student A
says that pine is the most advanced species because it is the most recent. Student B says
that the pine is the least advanced species because all the others branch off it. Student C
says that no living species is more advanced than another because they have all evolved
the same amount of time from their common ancestor. Which student is correct?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Student A
Student B
Student C
None of the students are correct

7) In the above tree, assume that the ancestor had a long tail, ear flaps, external testes,
and fixed claws. Based on the tree and assuming that all evolutionary changes in these
traits are shown, what traits does a sea lion have?
f) long tail, ear flaps, external testes, and fixed claws
g) short tail, no ear flaps, external testes, and fixed claws
h) short tail, no ear flaps, abdominal testes, and fixed claws
i) short tail, ear flaps, abdominal testes, and fixed claws
j) long tail, ear flaps, abdominal testes, and retractable claws
8) Looking at the tree above, two students are discussing the evolutionary relationship
between sea lions, seals and dogs. Student A says seals and sea lions are equally related
to dogs because the lineages of seals and sea lions share the same common ancestor with
dogs. Student B says that sea lions are more closely related to dogs than seals are because
there are fewer trait differences between sea lions and dogs, and sea lions are next to dogs
in the diagram. Which student do you think is correct?
a) Student A
b) Student B
c) Neither student is correct.
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9) A lineage refers to the entire evolutionary history of a species or taxo
taxon.
n. Using this
definition, trace the green lineage on this tree below.

10) Which of the following four images depicts a different pattern of relationships than
the others?

11) Using the image below, which of the following is an accurate statement?

a) A seal is more closely related to a horse than to a whale
b) A seal is more closely related to a whale than to a horse
c) A seal is equally related to a horse and a whale
d) A seal is related to a whale, but is not related to a horse
e) None of these organisms are related
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12) Imagine you could travel backwards through time and examine the last common ancestor of a
whale and a giraffe. What would it be?
a) A whale
b) A giraffe
c) A horse
d) A species that cannot be classified as any of the above
e) There is no common ancestor between a human and a chimpanzee
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APPENDIX D
INSTRUMENT VERSION D
NAME: _____________________________________ COURSE: ________________
PROFESSOR: ____________________________________________________
Tree Thinking Survey
Biologists represent evolutionary relationships between organisms as phylogenies or
“evolutionary trees.” Evolutionary relationships are similar to genealogies, but
evolutionary relationships are between groups rather than individuals and also typically
represent vast amounts of time. As with all graphic representations of information, users
need to understand how to “read” a tree. This assessment measures your ability to read a
tree and apply the information to evolutionary problems. Questions about your
experience include your entire biology education back through middle and high school.
1) What previous experience do you have with phylogenies?
i) I have never seen a phylogeny.
j) I may have seen one or two phylogenies in a class or in my textbook.
k) I have seen several phylogenies in previous biology classes.
l) I have encountered phylogenies frequently and have used them to help understand
biological examples.
2) Have you been taught how to interpret a phylogeny?
a) YES
b) NO
If so, in which class(es)?

3) How comfortable are you with reading phylogenies?
k) Do not feel confident
l) Somewhat confident
m) Fairly confident
n) Confident
o) Dead sure of myself
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Present

Past
4) In reference to the tree above, which of the following is an accurate statement of
relationships?
a) A green alga is more closely related to a red alga than to a moss
b) A green alga is more closely related to a moss than to a red alga
c) A green alga is equally related to a red alga and a moss
d) A green alga is related to a red alga, but is not related to a moss

5) Three students are arguing over the correct interpretation of the tree above (question
4). Which of the following is correct?
e) Student A insists that pine is the most highly evolved living species because it
evolved most recently and is more complex than the other species.
f) Student B says the amoeba is the most highly evolved living species because it is
older than the other species.
g) Student C says that no living species is more highly evolved than another because
all living species have been evolving for the same amount of time from their
common ancestor.
h) I do not know how to interpret the tree.
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Present

Past

6) In the above tree, assume that the ancestor had a long tail, ear flaps, external testes,
and fixed claws. Based on the tree and assuming that all evolutionary changes in these
traits are shown, what traits does a sea lion have?
k) long tail, ear flaps, external testes, and fixed claws
l) short tail, no ear flaps, external testes, and fixed claws
m) short tail, no ear flaps, abdominal testes, and fixed claws
n) short tail, ear flaps, abdominal testes, and fixed claws
o) long tail, ear flaps, abdominal testes, and retractable claws

7) Looking at the tree above (question 6), two students are discussing the evolutionary
relationship between sea lions, seals and dogs. Student A says seals and sea lions are
equally related to dogs because the lineages of seals and sea lions share the same
common ancestor with dogs. Student B says that sea lions are more closely related to
dogs than seals are because there are fewer trait differences between sea lions and dogs,
and sea lions are next to dogs in the diagram. Which student do you think is correct?
d) Student A
e) Student B
f) Neither student is correct.
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8) Which of the five marks on the tree above corresponds to the most recent common
ancestor of taxon 3 and taxon 5?
a. A
b. B
c. C
d. D
e. E
f. I don’t know how to interpret the tree.

9) A lineage refers to the entire evolutionary history of a species or taxon. Using this
definition, which image tree below has correctly traced the green lineage.
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10) Which of the following trees provide the same information about the evolutionary
relationships among the groups?
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

1 and 2
1, 2 and 3
2 and 3
2, 3 and 4
3 and 4
They are all the same

1

3

2

4
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11) Using the tree below, which of the following is an accurate statement?

Past

Present

a) A seal is more closely related to a horse than to a whale
b) A seal is more closely related to a whale than to a horse
c) A seal is equally related to a horse and a whale
d) A seal is related to a whale, but is not related to a horse
e) None of these organisms are related

12) Imagine you could travel backwards through time and examine the last common
ancestor of a giraffe and a hippo. What would it be?
a) A giraffe
b) A hippo
c) A horse
d) A species that cannot be classified as any of the above.
e) There is no common ancestor between a giraffe and a hippo.
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13) Which of the following tree images depicts a different pattern of relationships than
the others?
a. Tree 1
b. Tree 2
c. Tree 3
d. Tree 4
e. They are all the same.
f. They are all different.

1

3

2

4
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APPENDIX E
SIMBIO’S FLOWERS AND TREES COMPUTER SIMULATION WORKBOOK

SimBio Virtual
Labs®: EvoBeaker®

Flowers and
Trees
Sample Workbook
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SimBio Virtual Labs®

Flowers and Trees

Columbines are a diverse group of wildflowers that live in the
mountains of North America, Europe, and Asia. Among their most
striking traits are nectar spurs. Nectar spurs are tube-shaped
shaped modified
petals, topped by structures called blades, that offer a sweet prize at
the bottom for the hummingbirds, hawk moths, and bees that pollinate
the flowers.
Also striking about columbines is that there are so many different kinds. Some seventy species have
been described and given Latin names. The species

vary in color, spur length and

shape, and flower orientation. Scott Hodges suspected that there is a connection
between the nectar spurs of columbines and the number and diversity of species.
Because nectar spurs offer an enticing reward that is nonetheless hard to access, small
changes in floral traits can have big effects on pollination success. The graphs above (reprinted
with permission of the New Phytologist Trust from Hodges, et al.) summarize research by
Hodges, in collaboration with Michelle Fulton, on the Sierra columbine (Aquilega
Aquilega pubescens).
This species is pollinated by hawkmoths. It has white or yellow upward-facing
facing flowers with
long thin nectar spurs. When Fulton and Hodges tipped Sierra columbine flowers
flo
downward,
hawkmoths visited the downw
downward-facing flowers only 10% as frequently as upward-facing
flowers (graph a). When the researchers shortened the nectar spurs of flowers,
wers, by tying them
off with thread, the short
short-spurred flowers were just as attractive to hawkmoths
wkmoths as longspurred flowers (graph b). But because the moths could sip the nectar without getting as close to
the flower, the moths left more of each flower’s pollen behind (graph c).
When small changes in floral traits have big effects on pollination success, populations of
plants may rapidly evolve
e flowers that allow them to specialize on particular species of
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pollinators. Flowers that are especially attractive to a particular pollinator but unattractive to
others may disperse more
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pollen to compatible recipients and receive more pollen from
compatible donors. They may also diverge dramatically from
populations that specialize on different pollinators. Columbines
pollinated by hawkmoths tend to resemble the Sierra columbine:
they have light coloration, upward-facing flowers, and long spurs.
Columbines pollinated by hummingbirds, in contrast, have bright
red and yellow downward-facing flowers with short nectar spurs.
To test his hypothesis that the evolution of nectar spurs led to a rapid diversification of
columbine species, Hodges needed a tool that would enable him to summarize and
analyze the evolutionary history of the columbines and their closest relatives. That tool is
the evolutionary tree. Evolutionary trees have many applications. Evolutionary trees have
been used to test the hypothesis that birds evolved from dinosaurs, to determine where
the HIV virus originated, and even to prosecute a Louisiana doctor for attempted
murder.
This lab will help you learn to read and use evolutionary trees by experimenting with
simulated columbine populations. After you have honed your skills, we will return to
Hodges’ analysis of columbines and see whether his hypothesis is correct.
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Exercise 1: Columbine Flower Traits
[1]

If you haven’t already, start SimUText® by double-clicking the program icon on your
computer or by selecting it from the Start menu. When the program opens, enter your
Log In information and select the Flowers and Trees lab from your My Assignments
window.
The model columbine populations you will experiment with live on a series of peaks in the
Rocky Mountains in western North America. These peaks are shown as squares on the
right side of the lab window. Because our model columbines thrive only at high elevations,
the mountain peaks are effectively islands of good habitat floating in an uninhabitable sea
of poor habitat.
Columbine seeds typically do not travel far. Instead, they drop to the ground near their
parents. The mountain peaks in our model are far apart, so columbine seeds rarely move
from one peak to another. A seed can make such a trip only if it gets picked up by an
extraordinarily strong wind or if it gets stuck to the hoof of an elk or the boot of a hiker.

[2]

There are 8 flower traits that you will look for in the model columbines. To see the traits,
double click or CTRL-click (z click on a Mac) on one of the tiny flowers, such as the one on
Peak 1. You will see a Trait Editor window appear. This window contains an enlarged
profile view of the flower, plus the 8 variable traits listed in pull-down menus.
In the center of the window, you'll find an enlarged profile view of a columbine flower,
with each of the structures labeled. Use this large-scale view as a guide when working
with the Trait Editor.

[3]

Find the trait listed as “Anthers”. Anthers are the male parts of the flower; they are the
structures that make pollen. The anthers sit atop hair-like filaments that poke up from
the middle of the flower. The columbine you found on Peak 1 has white anthers. To mutate
the flower so it has yellow anthers, select Yellow from the pull-down menu next to the
word Anthers.

[4]

Go to each of the other traits and mutate them back and forth between their two states. As
you do so, examine the changes in the enlarged cartoon flowers until you are familiar
with what each of the traits looks like. When you are done, close the Trait Editor window.
*

Note: Don't worry that flower icons, as shown on mountain peaks in the landscape panel,
do not visually match flowers in the Trait Editor. For clarity, icons on peaks simply
distinguish one flower type from one another rather than represent specific flower traits.
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Exercise 2: Watching Evolutionary Trees Grow
[1]

Imagine that only one of our seven peaks is inhabited by columbines, and that as this
population evolves over time, seeds occasionally make the long trip from one peak to
another to establish a new population. If you could watch this happen over hundreds
of generations, what would you see? EvoBeaker can show you, and can summarize
the events you would witness in a diagram called an evolutionary tree (also known as
a phylogenetic tree or a phylogeny). To see this, go to the Select An Exercise menu and
select GROWING TREE.

[2]

The ancestors of the columbines in our mountain range blew in as seeds several years
ago and landed on one of the peaks. You can see the population of flowers now living
there. Click on the GO button to let time advance until the original population splits
into two populations. Then stop the model by clicking on the STOP button.
*

[3]

Population: A population is a group of individuals that live in the same place at
the same time. Because travel among peaks is difficult, the columbines on any
one of our peaks interbreed with each other, but not with individuals from other
peaks. This isolation means that each of our seven populations can evolve
independently of the others.

Each year as the model runs, all the old flowers set seed and then die. The following
spring, the seeds sprout, grow up, and flower. Normally seeds stay on the mountain peak
of their parents, but once in a long while, a fierce storm comes through and carries a
seed from one peak to another, establishing a new population, which you just watched
happen. Look at the evolutionary tree in the Lab Notebook panel.
[ 3.1 ]

[4]

Describe how the division of one population into two is represented in
the tree diagram.

Every so often, a mutation happens in an individual flower in one of the populations. The
program indicates this by changing the color and design of the tiny icon that
represents the individual flower. The model is rigged so that new mutations quickly
spread through the population in which they arise. Continue running the model with
the GO button until you see the color of the flowers on one of the peaks change. When
the change has spread through all flowers on that peak, STOP the model.
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4.1 ] In addition to the change in color of the little flowers in the peaks, describe how
the change in a trait is represented on the evolutionary tree diagram.
Hint: it is shown in two places on the tree diagram—look at both the tree itself and
at the pictures of the flowers at the branch tips.

*

Traits and Mutations: The model in this lab is rigged to make all changes be advantageous,
and, therefore, spread quickly throughout the populations in which they arise. The model is
further rigged so that any given trait changes only once. This way a trait once changed never
reverts to its original state. This is much simpler than real life. In real life, most mutations are
disadvantageous, and thus usually disappear before they become fixed in the population. In
real life, new traits can arise independently in different populations, and traits can appear
and disappear over time. The simplifications we have made are intended to help you see the
main points of this lab.

[ 4.2 ] As the changes were happening in Step 4, time was moving forward. Aside from
the time scale on the left, how is the movement of time represented in the
evolutionary tree? (Start the model running again if you want to remind
yourself).

[5]

Each time a seed blows from one peak to another, we say that the tree diagram bifurcates, or
splits. The tips of the two resulting branches are the two new populations, drawn at the top
of the tree to show that they are currently alive. The base of the two branches come
together to show that both new populations came from the same parent population. This
parent is the most recent common ancestor of the two new populations. Continue running
the model until populations have become established on a couple of other peaks, and then
stop the model.

[6]

Time is shown at the bottom of the main window. Run the model until 800 years have
gone by. Be patient…evolution takes time. Watch the action both on the mountain
peaks and on the evolutionary tree. At the end, look at the pictures of the flowers at the
tips of the tree branches.
[ 6.1 ] Pick a flower picture at the tip of the tree diagram (representing one of the
living mountain peak populations). Follow its branch all the way to the base
of the tree. Does the flower picture at the tip reflect all the trait changes that
occurred among its ancestors?
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Exercise 3: Building and Reading Trees
[1]

In the Select An Exercise menu, select SIMPLE EVOLVING FLOWERS.

[2]

The setup here is the same as last time, except that there are only 4 mountain peaks and
5 traits for each flower. The Lab Notebook on the left will still show the evolutionary tree
as it grows, but now no changes will occur unless you make them happen.

[3]

Start the model running by clicking on the GO button. Let time advance for 20-40 years
so there is a little trunk at the bottom of the tree. Then stop the model by clicking on
the STOP button.

[4]

In Exercise 2, you watched as mutations appeared on their own in the columbine
populations. In this experiment, you will play mutator, changing the traits of flowers
at your whim. Start by changing the anthers of one of your flowers from white to
yellow. To do that, double-click or CTRL- click (z click on a Mac) on one of the flowers in
the Peak 1 population. A Trait Editor window will appear.

[5]
menu.

Change this flower to have yellow anthers by selecting Yellow from the Anthers pull-down
Don’t change any other traits right now.

[6]

Close the Trait Editor window by clicking on its close button at the top left of the
window. (As noted earlier, ignore the literal color and design of the icons on the peaks in
the Landscape panel.)

[7]

Run the model again for 20-40 years by clicking on the GO button. Look at the
evolutionary tree. Notice that, as in the last experiment, there is a label showing when
the new trait appeared. Note also that the picture at the top shows the current living
population with the new trait.

[8]

Your evolutionary tree should now look like the one shown at right
(without the arrows). The evolutionary tree traces the 80 or so
previous generations that are ancestors of your current Peak 1
population.

[9]

[ 8.1 ]

The more recent ancestors are indicated by the dark arrow.
What color were their anthers?

[ 8.2 ]

The earlier ancestors are indicated by the white arrow. What
color were their anthers?

There are no storms modeled in this experiment. Instead, you will establish new flower
populations on the other peaks yourself, by traveling with seeds stuck to your hiking
boots.
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[ 9.1 ] Before doing this, draw a diagram of what you think the evolutionary tree will look like when
you carry a seed from Peak 1 to establish a new population on Peak 2. You don’t have to
draw pictures of the flowers at the tips, just use the names of the populations.

[ 10 ] Now go ahead and carry a seed from Peak 1 to Peak 2 by clicking on a
flower in Peak 1, holding your mouse button down, and dragging the
flower to Peak 2.
[ 11 ]

START the model running again

and run it for 20-40 years. [ 12 ] STOP the
model and look at the tree.
[ 12.1 ] Was your prediction in Question 9
correct?

What is your evolutionary tree showing?
At right is a picture of the tree that you now have, with some of its parts labeled. Each point
along a branch represents a population that lived at a particular point in time. The small
black squares mark particularly significant populations. The root is the population you
started with. The node marks the population that split to produce two daughter
populations. The tips represent the populations that are currently living on Peak 1 and Peak 2.
[ 13 ]

Think about your own family for a moment.
Imagine that you have a sister (right).
[ 13.1 ]

[ 14 ]

Why are you and your sister said to be closely related?

In your answer to Question 13.1, you probably said something to the effect that you and your
sister are considered kin, because the two of you share ancestors—namely, your mother and
father. You and your sister share lots of other ancestors too, of course. These include your
father’s parents, their parents, and so on. Evolutionary biologists refer to the ancestors two
individuals share as common ancestors. Note that common, in this context, means “held in
common” or “shared.” It does not mean “ordinary.”
[ 14.1 ]

Who are you and your sister’s most recent common ancestors?
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*

Evolutionary biologists think about the relationships among populations and
species in a way that is similar to how we think about our relationships with our
kin. Two populations (or species) are related to each other if the individuals living
in one of the populations are kin to the individuals living in the other. Likewise, a
past population is an ancestor of a present population if individuals that lived in
the past population were ancestors of the individuals living in the present
population.

[ 14.2 ] In the diagram at right, draw an arrow pointing to the most recent common ancestor of
the populations currently living at Peak 1 and Peak 2. Label the arrow “most recent
common ancestor.”
[ 14.3 ] Over time, new traits could arise in the population on either mountain peak that make
the flowers on the two peaks look different. Draw what the tree diagram will look like
if the flowers on Peak 1 mutate to have pointy petal tips.

[ 15 ]

Change the petal tips of a flower on Peak 1 to “pointy” (using the

Trait Editor). [ 16 ]

Close the Trait Editor and run the model for another

20–40 years.
[ 16.1 ] Compare the evolutionary tree on the screen to the one you drew in Question 14.3
above. Was your prediction correct?
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[ 16.2 ] Draw what the tree will look like if you transfer a seed from Peak 1 to Peak 3:

[ 17 ]

Now click and drag one of the flowers to transplant it from Peak 1 to Peak 3. [ 18 ]

Run the

model for 20-40 years.
[ 18.1 ]

Was your prediction in Question 16.2 correct?

[ 18.2 ] Think about your own family again.
Imagine that in addition to a sister, you
have a cousin (right.) You are related to
both your sister and your cousin. To
which of these relatives are you more
closely related? Why?

[ 18.3 ] Although you might not have used this language, one way to answer the
previous question is to think about your most recent common ancestors with
your sister versus your cousin. Who are you and your cousin’s most recent
common ancestors?

[ 18.4 ] Who lived more recently (came later): your most recent common ancestors with
your sister, or your most recent common ancestors with your cousin?
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You are more closely related to your sister than to your cousin, because your most recent
common ancestors with your sister (your mom and dad) lived more recently than your most
recent common ancestors with your cousin (your grandparents). We can use similar reasoning
in thinking about the evolutionary relationships among populations and species.
[ 18.5 ] In the diagram below, which
arrow (X, Y, or Z) points
to
the
most
recent
common ancestor of the
populations
currently
living on Peak 1 and Peak
3?

[ 18.6 ] Which arrow points to the
most
recent common
ancestor
of
the
populations
currently
living at Peak 1 and Peak
2?

[ 18.7 ] Which lived most recently, the most recent common ancestor of the Peak 1
and Peak 3 populations, or the most recent common ancestor of the Peak 1
and Peak 2 populations?

[ 18.8 ]

[ 19 ]

Which is more closely related to the current Peak 1 population–the
population currently living at Peak 2, or the population currently living at Peak
3?

Make the following changes happen, being sure to run the model for 20-40 years between
each one.
– The population on Peak 3 acquires dark petals
– 20-40 years go by
– A hiker carries a seed from Peak 1 to Peak 4
– 20-40 years go by
– The population on Peak 4 acquires blue spur bottoms
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–
– 20-40 years go byThe diagram below is what the evolutionary tree on your screen should
look like now.
[ 19.1 ] On the diagram to the right,
label the most recent common
ancestor of the populations on
Peak 1 and Peak 3 with the
letter B.
[ 19.2 ] Label the most recent common
ancestor of the populations on
Peak 1 and Peak 2 with the
letter C.
[ 19.3 ] Label the most recent common
ancestor of the populations on
Peak 3 and Peak 2 with the
letter D.
[ 20 ] Now look at the time scale on the
screen. Measure approximately the amounts of time from:
[ 20.1 ] Peak 1 population to B:
Peak 1 population to C:
Peak 3 population to B:
Peak 3 population to D:
[ 20.2 ]

Have more years passed since the Peak 3 population split from Peak 1 at B, or
since the Peak 3 population split from the Peak 2 population at D?

[ 20.3 ]

Have more years passed since the Peak 1 population split from Peak 3 at B, or
since the Peak 1 population split from Peak 2 at C?

[ 20.4 ]

Is the population at B an ancestor of C or is the population at C an ancestor of B?
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[20.5 ] Given how much time has passed from each ancestral population to the
current populations on the mountain peaks, write down the order of
relationships (which population is most closely related to which other)
among the four currently living populations.

[ 20.6 ] Explain why they have that relationship based on the amount of time that
has passed from each common ancestor.

*

When thinking about who is more related to whom, the number of differences in
traits between the populations does NOT matter. What counts is how much time
(i.e., height on the tree diagram) has passed since they shared a common
ancestor. Species whose common ancestors were farther in the past are less
closely related than species whose ancestors were more recent.
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Exercise 4: Flipping Out
[1]

Right now, the populations are drawn left to right as Peak 1, Peak 4, Peak 3, and Peak 2.
Now consider what would happen if you were to flip the Peak 1/Peak 4 branch of the tree
with the Peak 3 branch.
[ 1.1 ] Would this switch make any difference to any of the information given on the
tree? (To answer this question, drag the Peak 3 picture on the tree to the left,
so it switches places with the Peak 1/Peak 4 branch. Then drag it back to its
original position.)

[ 1.2 ] As you flip the tree back and forth, does the most recent common ancestor
between Peak 1 and Peak 3 change?

[ 1.3 ] As you flip the tree back and forth, does the branch of the tree on which dark
petals arose change?

[ 1.4 ]

How about the time at which dark petals arose?

[ 1.5 ] Does the time when the ancestor of the populations on Peak 1 and Peak 3 split
into those separate lineages change?

[ 1.6 ] According to the tree diagram, does moving Peak 3 to the left make it older than
the Peak 1 population, or do they stay the same age?

[ 1.7 ] Did any of the information shown in the evolutionary tree change when you
flipped branches around?

[ 1.8 ] Based on your answers in 1.1 through 1.7, what, if anything, does the left to
right order of the populations in the tree tell you?
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Exercise 5: Tree Building Challenge
[1]

Examine the tree at the right. Consider the following questions regarding this tree:
[ 1.1 ] Does the tree tell us
which peak was
occupied
by
columbines at the
start? If so, which
peak was it?

[ 1.2 ]

Does the tree tell us the order in which the remaining peaks were colonized?
If so, what is the order?

[ 1.3 ]

Does the tree tell us which pair of peaks were involved in the most recent
colonization event? If so, which peaks were they?

[2]

In the Select an Exercise menu, select TREE BUILDING CHALLENGE.

[3]

You will see a flower population on one of the peaks. If the starting population is on Peak 1,
click the RESET button until the starting population appears on Peak 2, 3 or 4.
[ 3.1 ]

Try to build a tree starting from this population that looks exactly like the tree
shown above. Record the steps required below.
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[ 3.2 ] On the tree you have made, Peak 1 seems to branch off from the trunk before any
of the others. Based on what you did above, does that mean that Peak 1 is more
closely related to the original ancestor than the others? Why or why not?

[ 3.3 ] How much time has passed between the original ancestor and the current
populations on...
...Peak 1?
...Peak 2?
...Peak 3?
...Peak 4?
[ 3.4 ]

Does your answer to Question 3.3 change your answer to Question 3.2?

[ 3.5 ] Think back to the tree you just built. Is the current Peak 1 population (shown at the
tip of the tree) the ancestor of the other three populations? Why or why not?

[ 3.6 ] Look back at your answers to Questions 1.1–1.3 above, in this exercise. Would
you change any of them now? Why or why not? (Hint: If your answers were
not NO, NO, and YES, you should change them.)

* As you saw here, no currently living population is an ancestor of another currently living
population. They are all equal to each other, just like your cousin is not your ancestor, even if
he looks exactly like your grandfather.

In this example, none of the flower traits changed as the populations split, so there are no
trait changes marked on any of the branches. But this doesn’t mean that nothing has
changed. There may be changes in other parts of these plants, such as the stalk, roots, seeds,
and even changes in the genetic sequence that are not shown on this tree, because this tree
is only about the
flowers.
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Exercise 6: Reconstructing Trees
In all of the simulations we have run so far, we have known the true
evolutionary history of all our populations. This is because the
computer has drawn an evolutionary tree for us as our populations
have evolved. In the real world, we virtually never know the true
evolutionary history for a set of populations, because we weren’t
there to watch the populations evolve. Instead of having the
evolutionary tree drawn for us, we have to reconstruct it based on
available evidence.
The available evidence is found in the traits of the currently living populations. When
populations or species arise by descent with modification from common ancestors, they
show a special pattern of similarities and differences. This pattern is often enough to
allow us to develop a reasonable hypothesis about their evolutionary history.
[1]

In the Select An Exercise menu, select GROWING TREE.

[2]

Run the model until there are 4 mountain peaks with populations of flowers and at
least three novel traits, then click the STOP button.

[3]

To reconstruct a tree by looking at the traits of currently living populations, you need
to look for shared evolutionary innovations. These are novel characters, also known as
derived traits that were absent in the earliest common ancestor but are present in some
of the extant populations.

[4]

Find the PENCIL tool. Click on the down arrow to get a menu of different color
pencils. Select a color.

[5]

Now pick one of the novel traits you see on the tree (for instance yellow anthers, pointy
petal tips, dark petal colors, yellow blade colors, etc.). Use your mouse to draw a circle
around all living flower populations on the tree that have that trait.
*

[6]

NOTE: If you make a mistake, you can delete a line as follows: Click on the
DELETE tool and then click on the line you want to delete. To resume drawing
lines, click on the PENCIL tool.

Pick a different color from the COLOR menu and draw another circle around the
populations with another of the novel traits.
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[7]

Keep circling populations with shared derived traits until you have a circle for each trait.

[8]

Note that in each case, you have been circling populations that share evolutionary
innovations. The beginning population did not have yellow anthers, pointy petal tips,
or the rest. The populations that share these evolutionary innovations inherited their
shared traits from their common ancestors.

[ 8.1 ] Note that your circles do not overlap willy-nilly (haphazardly).
Instead, they form nested sets of circles (right). Why is this?
(Use the words “common ancestor” in your answer.)
[9]
Now go the Select An Exercise menu and select the FLOWER
CHALLENGE 1 experiment.
[ 10 ] When you run this model, the program will move flowers from peak to peak and change their
traits, without you doing anything. However, the flower populations will be hidden for the
first 400 years. You will only be able to see them once all the movement and trait changes
have happened. Start the model running and wait 401 years until the flowers appear on
the peaks. Then use the STOP button to stop the simulation.
[ 11 ]

Your task is to reconstruct a tree representing the evolutionary history of the flower
populations on the four peaks. To start, put flower samples into your notebook by clicking
on a flower from each mountain peak, holding down your mouse button and dragging the
flower to the Lab Notebook. Repeat this with a flower from each of the peaks so you have
four flower samples in your Notebook.
You can CLOSE the Landscape panel so that you have more room to work with your
columbines in the Notebook.

[ 12 ]

Move the flowers around so that flowers sharing evolutionary innovations (new traits that
weren’t in the earliest ancestral population) are near each other.

[ 13 ] Based on what you have done so far, think about where on the screen these flower
pictures should be sitting. Should they be at the bottom? The top? Lined up in a row or a
column? Bunched together? (Remember that you just took these pictures from currently
living flower populations on the four mountain peaks).
[ 14 ]

As you did above, use different colors to circle all the flowers that have yellow anthers, all the
flowers that have pointy petal tips, all with long spur lengths, dark petal colors, and blue
spur colors.

[ 15 ]

All of your columbines share an evolutionary innovation that makes them columbines. This
novel trait is nectar spurs. Draw one big circle around all of your flowers to indicate that
they share this key derived trait, which they have all inherited from their common ancestor.
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[ 15.1 ] From your circles, find two flowers that must represent sister populations (that is,
they share a more recent common ancestor with each other than either
does with any other population). Explain why you think these two are sister
populations, based on your multicolored circles.[ 16 ] To connect the two sister
populations together with a tree branch, click on the TREE tool (the tree
shaped button).
[ 17 ] Click on one of the flower populations you want to connect and then, holding the mouse
button down, drag the mouse to the other one and let go. You will see a tree branch
connect the two. The most recent common ancestor of the two populations you have
connected will be shown as a small square at the base of the new branch.
[ 18 ] Are there any other circles you drew that have exactly two flower populations inside of them? If
so, those two must also be sisters. Use the TREE tool to connect them as well.
*

NOTE: Depending on the evolutionary history of your populations, there might not be
another sister pair.

[ 19 ] Now look for the next largest circle you have. The populations within that circle must share a
most recent common ancestor just a little older than the ones you’ve already identified.
Connect the populations within this circle together using the TREE tool. This may involve
connecting a common ancestor to an extant population, or it might involve connecting
two common ancestors to each other.
*

NOTE: If you make a mistake, you can delete a branch as follows: Click on the DELETE tool.
Click on the square at the base of the branch you want to delete. The branch will disappear.
Finally, click back on the TREE tool so you don’t accidentally delete anything else.

[ 20 ] Continue looking for larger circles and connecting populations together until you have all
the extant populations connected to the tree.
[ 21 ]

There are labels for each of the possible flower traits at the top edge of the Lab Notebook. Click
on the SELECT tool (the arrow button). Then drag the trait labels to the appropriate branch
of the tree to show where each trait changed.

[ 22 ]

Now check whether your reconstruction matches the true evolutionary history of your
populations. Click CLOSE on the Landscape panel to minimize it, if you haven't done so
already. Then click REVEAL on the top right corner of the Solution panel. A new window
will appear below the Lab Notebook that shows the real tree. Compare your reconstruction
with the real tree. (You may want to drag branches around in the real tree so the flower
populations are in the same order in both). To see the four populations again, click OPEN
on the Landscape tab at the bottom right.

[ 22.1 ]

Did you get your reconstruction correct? Are your flowers connected correctly?
Are they positioned at the proper time? If not, explain the mistakes you made.
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[ 23 ] If you did not reconstruct the tree correctly, RESET the FLOWER CHALLENGE 1 experiment, and
repeat steps 10-21. See if this time you can reconstruct the tree accurately.
[ 24 ] As a final challenge to yourself, load the FLOWER CHALLENGE 2 experiment from the Select An
Exercise menu. This experiment has 7 mountain peaks and the full set of traits that you saw at
the beginning of this lab. Run this model for 701 years until the flowers all appear. Then see
if you can reconstruct the evolutionary history of all 7 populations.
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Why Are There So Many Species of Columbines?
Now that you have honed your tree-thinking skills, we can return to
Scott Hodges’ hypothesis about why there are so many species of
columbines. Hodges suspected that the evolution of nectar spurs
created an opportunity for rapid evolutionary diversification. He
tested this hypothesis with the evolutionary tree shown here (adapted
from Hodges and Arnold, 1995).

The tree shows the evolutionary history of 15 species of columbines (Latin name Aquilegia,
abbreviated as A.), plus several of their kin, as reconstructed by Scott Hodges and Michael
Arnold (1995) based on genetic data. (Other EvoBeaker labs explore how this kind of
reconstruction works.) The extant (currently living) species don’t all line up horizontally at the
top, because on this tree branch, length indicates not time, per se, but accumulated genetic
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differences in regions of the genome not subject to natural selection. To qualitatively estimate
how closely related two species are, assess the distance from one branch tip to the other,
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traversing the tree through the most recent common ancestor of the two species. The shorter
this distance is, the more closely related are the two species at the tips.
Find the most recent common ancestor of all 15 columbines. Find, also, the point on the
tree at which nectar spurs appeared. The two match up. As we have said before, nectar spurs
are the shared evolutionary innovation that defines the columbines.

Note that branches on the tree are more densely packed and branch
lengths are shorter among columbines than elsewhere on the tree.
This is not because Hodges and Arnold went looking for columbines
that were closely related. Instead, it appears that all columbines are
closely related. As Hodges had hypothesized, the evolution of nectar
spurs apparently resulted in rapid evolution and diversification
among columbine populations. Quite likely, it is because they have
nectar spurs that columbine species are so numerous.
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Questions
[1]

Use the SELECT AN EXERCISE menu to launch “Graded Questions”.

[2]

Enter your answers for each of the questions and click the SUBMIT ALL button. NOTE:
You must answer all of the questions before you click the SUBMIT ALL button.
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APPENDIX F
SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Virtual Laboratory Simulation
Please complete the SimBio Flowers and Trees Virtual Laboratory Simulation
(APPENDIX E), please write your answers for all of the questions in the workbook
Word Association task
• Please tell me the first word or phrase you think of when I show you the term card
(Appendix B)
• Please take the term cards and organize them how you think they are related to
each other,
o Explain your thought process while you do this
o Can you explain what you mean?
• Please take your response cards and organize them how you think they are related
o Explain your thought process while you do this
o Can you explain what you mean?
Pre-quiz retrospective discussion, (I brought a copy of their quiz)
• For every question, numbers 4 – 12 (nine total):
o One this question we asked you to _____ and you answered with _____.
o Can you tell me why you chose this answer?
o What was your reasoning?
o Can you explain what you mean?
Post-quiz discussion
• For every question, numbers 4 – 12 (nine total):
o What answer would you choose this time?
o What was your reasoning?
o Can you explain what you mean?
Semi-Structured Interview Questions
• Tell me about your experience with the computer simulation.
o What did you find enjoyable/confusing/helpful?
o What did you learn from the simulation?
• As students bring up different terms:
o Explain what you mean by the term evolution.
o Explain what you mean by the term phylogenetic trees.
• What do you think is the function of a phylogenetic tree?
• How would you explain a tree to someone not familiar with them?
• How would you explain how to interpret a tree to someone not familiar with
them?
o I will have two images of phylogenetic trees for them to use during their
interpretation if they choose (Appendix K)
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APPENDIX G
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD NOTICE OF COMMITTEE ACTION

APPENDIX H
EXAMPLE RESPONSES PER PROMPT TERM BY ASSOCIATION CATEGORIES;
Response terms by prompt terms and association category, Ancestry, Branch, Character, Clade, Classification, and Node
Association
Categories
Phylogenetics

Ancestry
Phylogenetic
Tree

Biological Hierarchy
Genealogy

Family History/
Lineage,
Ancestors

Social Relationships Relatives,
Parents, Love
Generic Classification

Branch
Cladogram,
Phylogenetic
Tree

Character
Traits

Clade
Diagram in
Biology, Graph

Classification
Phylogenetics

Node
Phylogeny,
Diagram

Binomial
Nomenclature
Familial Branch

Species

Group of similar
organisms
Ancestry

Genus

Species

Family, Friends

Family

Family

Group

Type, Class,
Description

Part of a group

Siblings
Division

Selected

Part of Family
Tree

Generic Origins of
Life
Government
Organizations

Starting point (of
life)
Bank, Judicial,
Company

Household Objects

Iron, hammer

Linguistic Similarities

Clay, Glade,
Clave, Blade

Computer
classy

Nude, Mode
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Response terms by prompt terms and association category, Ancestry, Branch, Character, Clade, Classification, and Node
Association
Categories

Ancestry

Branch

Non-Phylogenetic
Terminology

Character

Clade

Classification

Node

Analysis

Science, Biology

Biology

Energy, Lymph
Node, Thyroid

Person

Species

Animal, Cat

Animal

Plant, Leaf, Twig

Flower

Grass, Clover

Grove (of plants)

Peanuts, Bud

Tree, Oak

Tree

Tree

Tree

Tree

Cartoon, Story,
Movie

Gnome

Classified Doc.
(TV)

Pitch Perfect,
YouTube

ID (e.g. Ego)

Bad

Organisms
Animals Dog
Plants Flower
Living Tree Tree
Pop Culture

.com

Time

Old, History

Traits

Attitude,
Personality
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Response terms by prompt terms and association category, Phylogenetics, Relationships, Root, Species, Taxon, and Tree
Association Categories
Phylogenetics

Phylogenetics
Phylogeny

Relationships
Symbolic

Biological Hierarchy

Phylum

Correlations,
Classification

Genealogy

Ancestry, Pedigree

Ancestry

Ancestry

Couple,
Heartbreak

Family

Social Relationships Relationships
Generic Classification

Classification,
Organization

Root
Tree,
Phylogenetic

Groups

Generic Origins of
Life

The
beginning

Species
Evolutionary
Tree,

Taxon
Chart, Clade

Tree
Diagram,
Phylogenetics

Genus,
Phylum

Classification,
Group

Taxonomy Branch

Generation

Family Tree

Family

Enemies

Family

Types,

Order

Category

Origin

Base of Beginning

Government
Organizations

Item

Household Objects
Linguistic Similarities
Non-Phylogenetic
Terminology

Science, DNA,
Surgery

Science

Word Part,
Boot

Specific

Key
Exxon, Taxi, Wax
off

Structure

Science,
Genetics

Science, Anion,
Anatomy

House, Money
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Response terms by prompt terms and association category, Phylogenetics, Relationships, Root, Species, Taxon, and Tree
Association Categories
Organisms

Phylogenetics

Animals Animals

Relationships

People, Boy

Plants Plants
Living Tree Tree
Pop Culture
Time
Traits

Similarities

Root

Hair
Plants

Ryan Reynolds,
Fairy Tale
Essential,
Similarities, Loyal

Tree
I am Groot,
Movie
Strong

Species
Living
Organisms
Creature,
Lizard
Species of
Plants, Plants
Tree
Groot

Taxon

Tree

Sponge

Animals

Branch

Leaves, Roots

Tree

Tree, Oak
I am Groot

Common Features

Old
Big, Strength
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APPENDIX I
PRE-INSTRUCTION PROMPT TERM PERCENTAGES BY ASSOCIATION CATEGORY
Prompt term percentages by association category pre-instruction, all groups for terms Ancestry, Branch, Character, Clade,
Classification, and Node
Association Categories
Phylogenetics
Biological Hierarchy
Genealogy
Social Relationships
Generic Classification
Generic Origins of Life
Government Organizations
Household Objects
Linguistic Similarities
Non-Phylogenetic Scientific
Terminology
Organisms
Animals
Plants
Living Tree
Pop Culture
Time
Traits
No Response

Ancestry
0.00%
0.00%
6.25%
56.25%
0.00%
0.52%
0.00%
0.00%
0.13%
0.13%

Branch
0.13%
0.00%
0.39%
16.67%
0.26%
0.00%
0.65%
0.00%
0.07%
0.00%

Character
0.13%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.26%
0.00%
0.00%
0.07%
0.07%
0.07%

Clade
0.91%
0.07%
0.20%
0.00%
0.39%
0.00%
0.00%
0.26%
1.24%
0.26%

Classification
0.13%
1.69%
0.07%
100.00%
5.01%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.13%
0.52%

Node
0.39%
0.07%
0.13%
0.00%
0.20%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.39%
3.58%

0.13%
50.00%
0.00%
50.00%
0.07%
1.11%
0.00%
0.00%

6.71%
0.00%
14.56%
85.44%
0.00%
0.00%
0.07%
0.07%

0.26%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
4.62%
0.00%
2.86%
0.00%

0.39%
16.67%
83.33%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
4.62%

0.26%
75.00%
0.00%
25.00%
0.20%
0.00%
0.20%
0.13%

0.85%
0.00%
100.00%
0.00%
0.46%
0.00%
0.26%
2.02%
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Prompt term percentages by association category pre-instruction, groups, for terms Phylogenetics, Relationships, Root, Species,
Taxon, and Tree
Association Categories
Phylogenetics
Biological Hierarchy
Genealogy
Social Relationships
Generic Classification
Generic Origins of Life
Government Organizations
Household Objects
Linguistic Similarities
Non-Phylogenetic Scientific
Terminology
Organisms
Animals
Plants
Living Tree
Pop Culture
Time
Traits
No Response

Phylogenetics
0.65%
0.59%
0.33%
0.00%
0.07%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
4.36%

Relationships
0.07%
0.07%
7.10%
99.08%
0.13%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.07%
0.46%

Root
0.00%
0.00%
0.39%
33.33%
0.00%
2.47%
0.00%
0.00%
0.26%
0.00%

Species
0.00%
1.82%
0.13%
100.00%
0.91%
0.07%
0.33%
0.00%
0.00%
0.33%

Taxon
0.26%
3.26%
0.07%
0.00%
0.20%
0.00%
0.00%
0.07%
1.82%
0.39%

Tree
0.59%
0.07%
0.20%
66.67%
0.07%
0.07%
0.00%
0.13%
0.07%
0.07%

0.33%
20.00%
80.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.13%
1.89%

0.07%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.33%
0.07%

4.69%
1.39%
48.61%
50.00%
0.26%
0.00%
0.20%
0.07%

4.49%
94.20%
1.45%
0.00%
0.20%
0.00%
0.07%
2.15%

0.13%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

6.38%
1.02%
87.76%
11.22%
0.07%
0.07%
0.59%
0.00%
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APPENDIX J
POST-INSTRUCTION PROMPT TERM PERCENTAGES BY ASSOCIATION CATEGORY
Prompt term percentages by association category post-instruction, quasi-experimental design Group I, for Ancestry, Branch,
Character, Clade, Classification, and Node
Association Category
Phylogenetics
Biological Hierarchy
Genealogy
Social Relationships
Generic Classification
Generic Origins of Live
Government Organizations
Household Objects
Linguistic Similarities
Non-Phylogenetic
Scientific Terminology
Organisms
Animals
Plants
Living Tree
Pop Culture
Time
Traits
No Response

Ancestry
0.0%
0.0%
6.3%
61.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Branch
0.0%
0.0%
0.7%
50.0%
0.3%
0.0%
2.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Character
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Clade
0.7%
1.4%
0.7%
100.0%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.7%
0.3%

Classification
0.0%
1.4%
0.0%
0.0%
4.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Node
0.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
1.0%
3.1%

0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
1.7%
0.0%
0.0%

4.2%
0.0%
16.7%
83.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%

1.0%
66.7%
0.0%
33.3%
4.2%
0.0%
2.8%
0.3%

0.3%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.8%

1.7%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%

0.7%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
1.0%
0.0%
0.3%
1.0%
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Prompt term percentages by association category post-instruction, quasi-experimental design Group I, for terms, Phylogenetics,
Relationships, Roots, Species, Taxon, and Tree.
Association Category
Phylogenetics
Biological Hierarchy
Genealogy
Social Relationships
Generic Classification
Generic Origins of Live
Government Organizations
Household Objects
Linguistic Similarities
Non-Phylogenetic Scientific
Terminology
Organisms
Animals
Plants
Living Tree
Pop Culture
Time
Traits
No Response

Phylogenetics
0.3%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
5.2%

Relationships
0.0%
0.0%
6.9%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.7%

Root
0.0%
0.0%
1.0%
66.7%
0.0%
1.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%

Species
0.0%
2.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Taxon
2.1%
0.3%
0.3%
100.0%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.1%
1.0%

Tree
0.0%
0.3%
0.7%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.3%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
1.7%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%

4.5%
7.7%
38.5%
53.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.7%

4.5%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.7%

0.7%
50.0%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.4%

6.6%
0.0%
94.7%
5.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.3%
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Prompt term percentages by association category post-instruction, quasi-experimental design Group II, for Ancestry, Branch,
Character, Clade, Classification, and Node
Association Category
Phylogenetics
Biological Hierarchy
Generic Classification
Generic Origins of Live
Genealogy
Social Relationships
Government Organizations
Household Objects
Linguistic Similarities
Non-Phylogenetic Terminology
Organisms
Animals
Plants
Living Tree
Pop Culture
Time
Traits
No Response

Ancestry
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
7.2%
57.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.8%
0.0%
0.0%

Branch
0.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
6.9%
0.0%
4.0%
96.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Character
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.1%
75.0%
25.0%
0.0%
3.6%
0.0%
3.6%
0.0%

Clade
0.3%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
0.3%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.2%
0.0%
0.6%
0.0%
50.0%
50.0%
0.6%
0.0%
0.0%
4.2%

Classification
0.3%
0.8%
4.7%
0.0%
0.3%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.6%
1.1%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Node
0.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.3%
3.9%
1.9%
14.3%
85.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.8%
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Prompt term percentages by association category post-instruction, quasi-experimental design Group II, for terms, Phylogenetics,
Relationships, Roots, Species, Taxon, and Tree.
Association Category
Phylogenetics
Biological Hierarchy
Generic Classification
Generic Origins of Live
Genealogy
Social Relationships
Government Organizations
Household Objects
Linguistic Similarities
Non-Phylogenetic Terminology
Organisms
Animals
Plants
Living Tree
Pop Culture
Time
Traits
No Response

Phylogenetics
0.8%
0.6%
0.0%
0.0%
1.1%
25.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
4.2%
1.4%
20.0%
60.0%
20.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%

Relationships
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
6.4%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
0.6%
0.3%

Root
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
6.9%
0.0%
60.0%
40.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%

Species
0.0%
2.5%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
5.0%
83.3%
16.7%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Taxon
0.0%
2.8%
0.3%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
1.4%
1.9%
0.6%
50.0%
0.0%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.8%

Tree
0.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.8%
33.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
6.7%
0.0%
91.7%
8.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
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Prompt term percentages by association category post-instruction, quasi-experimental design Group III, for Ancestry, Branch,
Character, Clade, Classification, and Node
Association Category
Phylogenetics
Biological Hierarchy
Generic Classification
Generic Origins of Live
Genealogy
Social Relationships
Government Organizations
Household Objects
Linguistic Similarities
Non-Phylogenetic Terminology
Organisms
Animals
Plants
Living Tree
Pop Culture
Time
Traits
No Response

Ancestry
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
5.8%
64.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.3%
1.7%
0.0%
0.0%

Branch
0.5%
0.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
6.8%
0.0%
7.0%
93.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%

Character
0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
3.3%
0.0%
4.7%
0.2%

Clade
1.1%
0.9%
2.0%
0.0%
0.5%
100.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.5%
1.6%
0.9%
33.3%
33.3%
33.3%
0.2%
0.0%
0.3%
0.2%

Classification
0.3%
2.5%
4.1%
0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.8%
60.0%
20.0%
20.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%

Node
1.3%
0.5%
2.4%
0.2%
0.5%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.5%
2.2%
0.2%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.8%
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Prompt term percentages by association category post-instruction, quasi-experimental design Group III, for terms, Phylogenetics,
Relationships, Roots, Species, Taxon, and Tree.
Association Categories
Phylogenetics
Biological Hierarchy
Generic Classification
Generic Origins of Live
Genealogy
Social Relationships
Government Organizations
Household Objects
Linguistic Similarities
Non-Phylogenetic Terminology
Organisms
Animals
Plants
Living Tree
Pop Culture
Time
Traits
No Response

Phylogenetics
0.8%
0.5%
0.3%
0.0%
0.9%
66.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
3.1%
2.2%
21.4%
14.3%
64.3%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
0.2%

Relationships
0.3%
0.5%
0.8%
0.0%
6.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.3%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.2%

Root
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.8%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.6%
0.5%
3.1%
0.0%
70.0%
30.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Species
0.2%
1.9%
1.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.2%
3.9%
96.0%
0.0%
4.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%

Taxon
0.5%
3.1%
2.8%
0.0%
0.2%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.5%
0.3%
0.5%
66.7%
0.0%
33.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.2%

Tree
1.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.6%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
5.2%
0.0%
97.0%
3.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.5%
0.0%
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Prompt term percentages by association category post-instruction, quasi-experimental design Group IV, for Ancestry, Branch,
Character, Clade, Classification, and Node
Association Categories
Phylogenetics
Biological Hierarchy
Generic Classification
Generic Origins of Live
Genealogy
Social Relationships
Government Organizations
Household Objects
Linguistic Similarities
Non-Phylogenetic Terminology
Organisms
Animals
Plants
Living Tree
Pop Culture
Time
Traits
No Response

Ancestry
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
6.3%
68.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.4%
1.6%
0.0%
0.0%

Branch
0.8%
0.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
6.3%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.4%
0.0%

Character
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
3.2%
0.0%
4.8%
0.4%

Clade
1.6%
0.0%
1.6%
0.0%
0.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.8%
0.8%
1.6%
50.0%
25.0%
25.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.6%

Classification
0.4%
2.8%
4.0%
0.0%
0.4%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.4%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Node
0.4%
0.0%
1.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.2%
2.0%
2.0%
20.0%
60.0%
20.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.6%
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Prompt term percentages by association category post-instruction, quasi-experimental design Group IV, for terms, Phylogenetics,
Relationships, Roots, Species, Taxon, and Tree.
Association Category
Phylogenetics
Biological Hierarchy
Generic Classification
Generic Origins of Live
Genealogy
Social Relationships
Government Organizations
Household Objects
Linguistic Similarities
Non-Phylogenetic Terminology
Organisms
Animals
Plants
Living Tree
Pop Culture
Time
Traits
No Response

Phylogenetics
2.0%
1.2%
0.8%
0.0%
0.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.8%
0.4%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.4%
0.4%

Relationships
0.4%
1.6%
0.0%
0.0%
5.6%
92.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.4%
0.0%

Root
0.4%
0.0%
0.0%
2.0%
0.8%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
5.2%
0.0%
23.1%
76.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Species
0.0%
1.6%
0.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.4%
5.6%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Taxon
0.4%
3.6%
1.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.8%
0.4%
0.4%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.4%
1.2%

Tree
1.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
6.7%
0.0%
94.1%
5.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
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APPENDIX K
FIGURES PROVIDED TO STUDENTS DURING THE SEMI
SEMI-STRUCTURED
STRUCTURED
INTERVIEWS

Phylogenetic tree A (Baum et al., 2005).

Phylogenetic tree B (Baum et al., 2005).
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